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Guard Carl Christiansen turns back cyclist Jim Merrimee 
Student 
referendum
 on A.S.
 fees slated 
 
 
Steve Leckie
 
Awaited
 
Ninth
 
Street
 
closing 
gets underway 
By 
Carolynne
 Born 
Temporary barriers 
blocking  traffic 
from two blocks on 
Ninth Street were 
set up yesterday 
morning  by the city of 
San 
Jose.  
The barriers are
 part of a university 
plan to permanently close off Ninth 
Street to traffic in the immediate 
campus area. 
University police are issuing war-
nings on autos parked in the area. 
The issue originated 
in the fall 01 1972 
as an 
A.S. proposal by then president 
Dennis King. King had set up a task 
force to study 
the proposal. Also 
suggested at 
that  time was the closing 
the San Carlos Street between Fourth 
and Tenth streets. 
Instructional
 
funding  to come
 from
 
state  
By Phil Trounstine 
Who  cares where the money comes 
from?
 
As long as the bucks are 
there,
 most 
SJSU students seldom worry about the
 
method of financing state university 
programs.
 
But a law passed by the legislature 
this summer, AB 3116, 
may arouse 
serious student  interest when it goes 
into 
effect  Jan. 1, 1975. 
The bill, authored by Ray E. Johnson, 
R. -Chico, will take funding of in-
structionally related 
activities  out of 
the hands of student councils and lay it 
in the state's lap. 
a 
Toward that end, the legislature has 
appropriated $2.6 million to the 19 
California
 state universities and 
colleges. 
The association of student body 
presidents has 
been pushing for such a 
funding change for several years. 
But 
All
 3116 included a "Catch -22." It 
gives students a chance to decide if 
they 
want to cut the amount of 
student body 
fees that 
have
 traditionally gone into 
A.S. 
coffers.  
State funding 
The state will 
take over funding for 
"those 
activities  and laboratory ex-
periences which are at least partially 
sponsored by an 
academic  discipline or 
department" 
and  which are "integrally 
related" to 
formal instruction, 
ac-
cording 
to the new 
law. 
These include 
intercollegiate 
athletics,  radio, 
television,
 film, music 
and dance 
performances, 
drama  and 
musical 
productions, 
art  exhibits, 
publications
 and 
forensics.  
In the past,
 the A.S. funded
 such 
activities
 from the money
 raised by 
student 
body
 fees. SJSU 
students, for 
example, paid 
$10  this semester, part 
of 
which funds 
these  programs. 
Starting 
Jan.
 1 the state 
will  pick up 
the tab. 
Referendum  planned 
At the same time students will be 
provided an opportunity to vote to 
maintain the current student body fee 
or reduce that fee up to 50 per cent. 
A referendum will be held on campus 
in which all students will have an op-
portunity to vote their preference. 
A.S. President John Rico plans to 
campaign to maintain the fee at the 
present level. He and other 
A.S.  officers 
say the $10 students
 pay each semester 
is necessary to fund the kinds of 
programs students 
have
 demanded. 
The 
exact method by which various 
instructionally related 
activities  will be 
appropriated funds has not yet been 
determined. 
According to Rico, the chancellor's 
officer has sent the university
 a set of 
guidlines that 
Academic  Vice President 
Hobert Burns will translate into an 
allocation system. 
Burns was out of town yesterday, but 
his secretary said the guidelines have 
:  : : . *:  
not yet 
arrived  in 
Burns'  office. 
Budget upheld 
Rico said he 
expects 
instructionally
 
related 
programs will 
receive the 
balance of 
the  funds they 
were 
budgeted
 this year by the
 A.S. from the 
new state 
money.  
In other words, a 
program that was 
slated  to receive 
$20,000
 and has 
already 
spent $10,000 
of
 A.S. money 
would get 
the  remaining 
$10,000
 from 
the university's
 total 
allocation,
 
predicts
 Rico. 
That allocation is 
determined by a 
system -wide formula:
 each school gets 
a base of 
$25,000
 and then $9.25 
per full-
time equivalent 
student.  
According  to the formula. SJSU will 
receive
 a total allocation of $208,501.50. 
Presumably,  half 
of
 that would be 
allocated for spring semester 
programs  
and half for 
next fall. 
No
 one knows if AB 3116 
will  be ex-
Sirica
 
will not 
watt  
for 
Nixon
 
testimony::
 
WASHINGTON
 
I 
APIThe
 
Watergate
 cover-up
 trial 
will  end 
without
 the 
testimony  
of former
 
President  
Richard 
M. Nixon,
 U.S. 
District  Judge
 John J. 
Sirica ruled 
yesterday.  
Sirica 
declared
 that 
Nixon's
 
testimony  
"is  not 
indispensable
 or 
necessary"
 because 
much of 
what he 
knows  has 
beenor
 can 
beobtained
 
from other
 witnesses. 
The
 judge also 
questioned the
 former 
President's 
credibility. 
Noting
 that the 
former 
President  
was  
named
 an 
unindicted  
co-conspirator
 in 
the 
cover-up  
case, Sirica said
 Nixon 
Funding
 
requests 
due  
today
 
for
 
A.S.
 
budget
 
Only 
three of the 
numerous  A.S. 
funded
 
organizations
 
had  
turned  
in their 
budget  
requests
 
yesterday,
 
according  to A.S.
 
Treasurer  
Sterhanie
 Dean. 
Deadline
 for the requests for
 AS. funds 
for 
next
 
academic
 
year  is 
today. 
Dean 
said they 
usually 
come
 "at the 
last minute."
 
Extensions  may 
be granted 
by
 Dean 
if
 she 
finds  
"sufficient
 
reason."  
She 
said 
she 
grants 
few 
extentions.
 
 
"Sufficient
 
reason"
 may be 
that  the 
organization
 
has 
to
 
approve
 the 
proposed
 
budget
 
and 
they 
meet 
after  the 
deadline,  said 
Dean. 
During
 
Christmas
 vacation
 Dean, A.S.
 
President
 
John
 Rico and
 
A.S.  
Vice  
President
 
Rich
 
Thawley
 will set priorities for 
funding. 
Applications
 
will be 
analyzed  
to 
recommend
 
how 
much
 each 
applicant
 should
 
receive.
 The 
recommendations
 will 
be
 sent 
to
 the 
A.S.Council
 which 
refers 
it
 to the 
budget  
committee.  
Last 
spring 
Rico had
 said 
a student
 
priority
 poll
 would 
be 
completed  
by 
December
 to 
help 
find 
out to 
what  extent A.S. 
funded 
activities
 are 
utilized
 by 
students.
 
The 
poll
 
will
 not 
be 
completed
 until
 mid
-March
 which 
means only 
the 
committee
 
and
 
council
 
will  
take
 
student
 
priority  
into 
consideration.
 
The  
committee
 will 
hold  
hearings  
and 
prepare  
a 
balanced
 
budget  
which 
is 
returned
 to 
the 
council  
for 
its  
revisions
 and 
approval.
 
Rico  
has
 the 
authority
 to 
veto  
the
 
budget.
 
Council  
may 
override
 a 
veto
 with 
a 
two-thirds
 
majority
 
vote.
 
Instructional
 
related
 
programs
 still
 have 
the  option 
to seek 
funds, 
according
 to 
Dean,
 
despite
 
AB
 
3116.
 
AB 
3116,  
now
 law,
 
requires
 
that
 
instructional
 
related  
activities,
 
including
 the 
Spartan
 
Daily,
 
marching
 
band,  
drama
 and 
dance  
activities,  be 
funded 
by
 the 
state.  
The  
law 
goes
 
into
 
effect
 
Jan.
 
1. 
Applications
 
are  
available
 
in 
the  
A.S.  
business
 
office.
 
"has been accused, in effect, of being 
an accomplice of the 
defendants.  
"Certainly...his 
testimony would be 
subject to the instruction to the jury 
that it should be received
 with caution 
and 
scrutinized  with care." 
Nixon, recovering at 
his San 
Clemente, 
Calif.,  home from com-
plications  of a chronic
 phlebitis con-
dition, had
 been subpoenaed last 
September  by cover-up 
defendant John 
D. Ehrlichman. 
Ehrlichman
 opened his case 
yesterday and among 
the first wit-
nesses called was former special White 
House counsel Charles 
W. Colson. 
Colson, also an unindicted co-
conspirator in 
the  cover-up case, is 
currently  serving a prison
 term for a 
related Watergate offense.
 
Initially,
 in his six -page order. Sirica
 
granted a 
request  from 
Nixon's
 lawyer, 
Herbert
 J. Miller, 
that
 subpoenas 
for  
his client's 
testimony  be 
dismissed.  
The
 order also ruled 
out  the 
possibility that 
Nixon  might answer 
written 
questions  about his party in 
the 
cover-up. 
Three court
-appointed car-
diovascular
 specialists recommended
 
on Nov. 29 that Nixon
 not be required to 
provide 
even  limited testimony 
before  
Jan. 
6about  two weeks 
after
 the trial 
now is expected to end. 
The 
doctors  said the 
former 
President  might be able 
to
 testify twice 
daily under 
oath
 at his California
 estate 
with a 
doctor  
present.
 
Sirica said the
 limitations 
within  the 
medical 
opinion alone 
should answer
 
attempts 
by defendants
 to get 
Nixon's  
testimony.
 
"The 
witness is simply
 unavailable 
to 
be 
deposed,"  
Sirica
 said. 'The
 court 
will
 not issue 
an order to 
take the 
deposition
 of Mr. Nixon
 while it 
appears  
he 
is so ill that 
the taking 
of
 such a 
deposition  
could  
seriously
 jeopardize
 
his health." 
Shortly 
before Sirica's
 opinion 
was  
made 
public,  Nixon's 
lawyer  said not 
until 
Jan.
 6 would his 
client  be able to 
even 
prepare  to 
give  
testimony.
 
Continued on back page 
tended after fall semester. The bill is a 
one-year experiment. 
This is of particular concern to the 
A.S. governments because a referen-
dum decision to reduce fees could mean 
sharp cutbacks in student programs if 
the state refuses to continue in-
structionally
 related funding. 
Continued on back page 
The closure is 
the result of 
a 
resolution passed 
Nov.
 19 by the San 
Jose City Council in which
 the city 
vacated  its right of way along
 Ninth 
Street
 between San Fernando and San 
Carlos streets and 
between
 San Carlos 
and San 
Salvador streets. 
San Carlos Street
 will remain open to 
traffic. 
The
 resolution was signed by 
Mayor  
Norman 
Mineta on Nov. 25, according 
to Byron Bollinger,
 superintendant of 
buildings and grounds. 
Under a 
contract between the
 
university and the 
city, SJSU must 
landscape Ninth Street and make other 
improvements so 
that  "it doesn't 
become another Seventh 
Street,"  said 
Guttormsen.
 
Buttormsen 
said  the city had been 
dissatisfied with the 
appearance of 
Seventh Street. 
The street
 is now permanently closed 
off and the university 
is awaiting ar-
chitectural drawings which will depict 
how the street will
 be landscaped. 
The temporary barriers will be 
replaced by bollards (moveable poles) 
to allow emergency 
vehicles to enter. 
Guttormsen said $60,000 has 
been
 set 
aside in the minor capital outlay fund to 
finance the architectural design and 
improvements at the four intersections 
at San Salvador,  San Carlos and San 
Fernando streets. 
The university architecture firm 
Sasaki. Walker and Associates has 
been
 
allocated $6,000 out of that $60,000 to 
come up with drawings for the land-
scaping, according to Guttormsen. 
The rest of the money will go towards 
redesigning the four 
entrances to in-
clude driveways similar to the 
in-
tersection at San Fernando and Seventh 
Street. 
The
 project was estimated to cost 
$483,000 in April by Angelo Centanni, 
assistant to the executive dean. Cen-
tanni was not 
available  to update the 
estimate.
 
At that time the landscaping of the 
four entrances was estimated at 
$125,000. 
Serious discussion about closing the 
two-block area had been 
going  on for 
about four months, according to Gut-
tormsen,
 prior to the resolution. 
Prior to that the 
city had conducted 
research to determine the effect 
the 
closure would have on traffic flow. The 
city determined the flow 
of traffic 
would not be impeded. 
Closing off the two-block section had 
come before the council two months 
ago, said Guttormsen, but the 
university asked for an 
extension  at 
that time to do a title search into the 
property along Ninth Street. 
The search costing $300 proved that 
SJSU 
owned  and had insurable title on 
the land. 
The
 university then 
insured  the land 
for $25,000, said 
Guttormsen. 
The university also used the two-
month  extension to come 
to a final 
agreement with 
the city on their con-
tract. 
A.S. Council
 demands 
apology  
from
 Daily 
for 
'racist
 
cartoons'  
By  James Hadley 
AS. Council voted Wednesday to "go 
on record in demanding that the
 
Spartan Daily cease publishing "racist 
cartoons" and publicly 
apologize for 
publishing "offensive" cartoons. 
The vote was 12-5-0. But there
 was no 
provision
 in the resolution on how it 
would  be enforced. 
'We'll worry about that when we 
come to it" said AS. Vice 
President
 
Rich Thawley.
 
A proposal to place a board of control 
in the Daily offices failed. 
Last month the pro-Arab group held a 
demonstration and sit-in in the Daily 
newsroom, protesting what they called 
"racist"  cartoons and challenging 
Daily policy. 
The protestors 
demanded  the end of 
"anti -Palestinian
 cartoons" in the 
Daily; a public apology from the 
editorial staff for its 
"racist political 
cartoons; " and 
that letters to the 
editor  
from "all foreign 
students" be 
published 
without  names. 
The 
Daily refused to 
meet  any of the 
demands. 
Editor-in
-chief  Kathy 
Rebell°
 said 
yesterday 
she would "absolutely not" 
rescind 
the Daily's 
position. 
I thought seriously about these 
issues two weeks 
ago, based on the 
ethics of journalism. My 
decision  has 
not changed," said Rebello. 
Representing the pro-Arab students, 
Riad Khalil said at least three of the 
four cartoons by syndicated cartoonist 
Paul Conrad had "racist connotations." 
"The issue is not freedom of the press 
but misuse of the freedom of speech," 
he said. 
Khalil said the Daily was "absolutely 
insensitive" to the pro-Arab 
student's 
"legitimate demands" and "could not 
absolutely relate 
to
 our feelings." 
Khalil said the recent article by SJSU 
president John H. Bunzel in 
the San 
Jose Mercury was "against us" and the 
"equivalent" way to respond to the 
cartoons is to print racist cartoons
 of 
Jews." 
"We cannot control or 
demand that 
the Spartan Daily not print anything 
because it is against 
freedom  of the 
press," said Councilwoman Sheryl 
Petersen.  
A proposal to change the 
wording  of 
the resolution to "request" instead of 
"demand" failed 7-10-0. 
"The Spartan Daily should not 
print 
racist or sexist cartoons.
 I support the 
resolution," said Councilwoman 
Jeannette Ricard, "because
 I support 
the struggles of the Third World and 
women." 
Councilman Bryant Mohr said he 
could not see 
all the cartoons as racist 
and wanted an interpretation 
of what 
"clear 
cut racism," is as the resolution 
reads. 
He 
asked that someone from the 
Daily respond to the
 charges so that 
council hear both sides. 
Forum Page Editor Gail Wesson was 
present, but said that  only the editor, 
Rebell°. could speak for
 the Daily. 
Rebello was not in attendance at the 
meeting. 
There was no request to table the 
resolution until the Daily editor could 
explain the Daily's view. 
"I support the resolution because this 
was another example of the Spartan 
Daily's racist policy and I support the 
Arab people's struggle," said Coun-
cilwoman Lina Carrillo. 
Art 
Bertolero,
 A.S. councilman, 
asked that the minutes of the meeting 
say that he was in support of the Daily 
and Bunzel's view,
 amid a few "boos." 
"I don't think we should allow our-
selves  to be put in a position as a 
governmental body, to take an official 
position on what material, whether we 
approve or disapprove, shall be prin-
ted," said Councilman John Hart.
 
Hart said the public disapproved of 
national governmental officials at-
tempting to influence the press 
and 
students on this campus would react the 
same way.
 
Arab
 
spokesman
 Riad
 
Khalil  
outlines
 position to 
Council 
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Profs  in 
dispute  should bargain and 
teach
 
too 
With Governor
-Elect
 Jerry 
Brown solidly on record in favor of 
extending
 collective bargaining 
rights to university professors, a 
longand at times bitter debate
may at last be drawing to a close. 
We think the legislature is long 
overdue 
in granting to professors 
the same rights already enjoyed by 
most  professions.
 
At the same time, however, we 
think the legislature should act 
with an eye toward the future to 
ensure that failure to reach 
agreement at the bargaining table 
Committee
 
not
 
representative
 
The appointing of 
a committee to study
 the Student 
Health  Service ( 
SHS  ) appears to 
be a laudable 
act,
 
however, the 
make  up of the 
committee  deserves
 a 
second 
look. 
It is made up of four
 students with health
 related 
majors, one 
representative  of 
student
 government, 
four faculty 
members from 
health
 related fields, 
one  
faculty
 member at large 
and  three conselors 
from  the 
SHS. 
Chosen
 for expertise 
We realize the members 
of the group were chosen
 
for their expertise 
in the field of health 
science.  
However  this does limit the 
spectrum of opinion 
represented on the 
committee.  
It is hoped that
 the committee will not 
evolve into 
one which is self-servingwith the
 reputation of the 
SHS its primary 
concernrather
 than the improving
 
of its service.
 
Promote health 
The purpose of the SHS is 
to
 promote the physical 
and 
mental
 
health  of the students. The 
purpose 
of the 
committee
 
should  be the same. 
We urge the committee to hold open hearings at 
which students and doctors at the SHS, who were also 
excluded 
from the committee, may contribute to its 
work. 
Of primary importance to the group 
should  be a look 
at the merger of the birth control clinic and 
the SHS. 
Quality care 
Another matter to which the committee
 should 
address itself is the quality of emergency care on 
campus.
 
Accidents on campus this 
semester have left 
questions
 as to whether or not the SHS is 
prepared  to 
handle a 
serious
 on -campus emergency. 
It is hoped the 
committee  will be receptive to those 
who wish to contribute to its
 task and that the findings 
of the committee lead to the improvement
 of student 
health care.
 
Related news article on page 7. 
does not lead to  disruption of 
higher education through costly 
and pointless contract squabbles 
aired on 
a picket line. 
When the legislature
 convenes in 
January 
to draft the bill
 giving 
professors the 
right  to bargain, 
we
 
hope  it will 
include  a clause 
mandating  that any
 failure to 
reach contract 
agreement  that 
leads to a strike 
vote  be 
automatically  submitted 
to ar-
bitration.  
In recent 
years,  newly militant
 
teachers'
 unions across the 
countrymost
 notably the 
American 
Federation of 
Teachershave added 
a new 
dimension
 to education: 
the threat 
of a teachers'
 strike closing 
classrooms. 
While
 both 
sides  
map  
strategy,
 
trade 
charges  
and  
grudgingly  
negotiate,  the
 
unrepresented
 
third  
partythe 
student -'-suffers. 
In 
the case 
of
 college 
students,  
the burden could
 be too heavy 
to 
bear.  
Most 
students  exist
 on tightly
 
structured
 budgets. 
They  have 
CALI
 PORN 
I A 
-rE itk FookorrN/ 
neither 
the time nor the 
financial 
resources  to make 
up
 class time 
lost while teachers
 carry picket 
signs.
 
And
 the 
odds
 of 
finding  a 
full-
time 
job for
 the 
unpredictable
 
length
 of a 
strike 
are  not 
good.  
Veterans
 benefits are 
computed  
on a time 
in class basis,
 as are 
many 
other work-study 
programs. 
The loss of this money
 would be a 
serious, potentially
 disastrous blow 
to many students. 
Additionally,
 there is the matter 
of accreditation
 and admissions 
requirements 
for  graduate 
schools.
 
Could a strike 
adversely affect 
the
 accreditation of the 
university,  
and by 
association,  taint 
the 
credits of students
 trying to get into 
law 
and medical 
schools  where 
admissions
 are virtually 
rationed?  
The state
 of California already 
has a substantial
 financial interest 
in the smooth 
functioning  of the 
three major college 
and  university 
systems. 
If overestimating enrollment 
by
 
less than five per cent 
could  carry 
a price tag of $638,000, what would
 
the ultimate cost of a strike be? 
We sympathize with 
the quest of 
professors for a say in determining 
their futures, and we are confident 
theat they will try to use the 
bargaining power wisely. 
There is unfortunately 
ample  
example of unwise and costly 
strikes, and we would hate to see 
SJSU added to that list. 
We don't think a college 
education should be held hostage 
while unsuccessful negotiators 
bandy rhetoric over bigger 
paychecks and better benefits. 
We think 
there is a little more 
involved than that. 
We hope 
the legislature agrees. 
Letters
 to the 
Editor 
School  
issues  
mirror
 re  .t 
of 
societl,  
Student 
movements
 need 
support
 
Editor:  
In the past 
few weeks, 
I have 
heard  over 
and over 
again in 
community  
comments,  
editorials  
and some 
letters 
that
 it is 
worthless  
to oppose 
the sleezy
 
administration
 
policies  and
 we 
should  just
 slide 
everything
 under
 the 
ruga  
return
 
to 
"normalcy"  
so to 
speak.  
I 
think  the 
Spartan 
Daily 
could  
have
 editorialized
 on 
the 80-20 
policy
 which 
was 
before  the
 
Academic
 Senate
 for 
weeks,
 or the 
imminant 
firings 
of
 faculty 
in the 
Economics
 Department
 and 
other 
departments,
 or 
supported
 
students 
in
 their 
attempt
 to 
restore  
the 
student
-run 
birth 
control  
center, or 
oppose  tuition 
hikes for 
Editor's
 
note
 
The  
Spartan
 
Daily  
has
 14 
letters
 
which  
cannot
 
be 
published
 
until  
the 
author  
Is ) 
present
 
identification
 
sub-
stantiating
 
their  
ownership.
 
It is 
the 
Daily's  
policy
 
that  
letters
 to 
the 
editor  
will  
only
 be 
accepted  
by the 
editor 
or 
forum  
page
 sub
-editor
 
between
 
12:30  
and 4 
p.m.  daily.
 
Letters  
waiting  
a 
signature
 
check 
include
 those 
by: George
 
M. 
Alger,  Brenda
 Ariel, 
Ronald 
Bourque,
 Nancy Ann
 Burgess. 
Donald 
Conovan,
 
Stephanie
 
Dean,
 Robert, 
Hunt, 
John
 
Murphy, Alison Nicholson, 
Thomas O'Neill,
 ('haralyn 
M.
 
Pilster, Naomi
 Postrel, Hector 
Salazar. John 
Satterfield, 
and 
one 
by Tina 
Hammid,
 Freda 
Raver and 
Ann Green. 
foreign students 
or
 comment on the 
prospect of faculty layoffs in the 
social  sciences due to the decrease 
in the FTE figures or. ..the list goes 
on. 
I agree with the letter submitted 
by the MECHA student when he 
stated that the Spartan Daily is not, 
cannot be, and never will be ob-
jective. Objectivity 
is a myth. 
Although as an economics 
student,
 I do not feel the lack of 
news about the Chicano com-
munity is due to the Economics 
Department struggle taking over 
all the space in the 
Daily.)
 
It is time for the 
Spartan Daily to 
stop 
hiding
 behind the fig leaf of 
"objectivity" and support students 
and faculty in their struggle with 
the administration. 
Another issue which I feel has 
been misrepresented is the con-
troversy around 
the Economics 
Department. The 
students
 and 
faculty
 in the department are too 
often 
portrayed  as crazy 
malcontents
 who raise a fuss every 
time things do not go their way. 
This is absolutely untrue. 
The struggle for academic 
freedom within the department is 
symptomatic of universities across 
the nation, in California, in the 
Midwest and in the East. Just what 
is 
happening?  
A whole array 
of prople with 
many different political 
viewpoints
 
are 
being attacked precisely 
because they 
do not particularly 
agree with a Nixon
 or a Ford or 
even
 a 
Kennedy.  
They 
ask such questions
 as: 
where 
is the society 
going? What 
lies beneath the 
rhetoric of world 
food shortage, energy crises and
 
overpopulation? What 
will be the 
consequences of 
the  tremendous 
centralization of 
power that has 
occurred 
in the last 25 years?
 
Do you 
think  that Ford and the 
CIA 
have the answers to 
these  
questions
 or that they will 
even
 ask 
them?
 
The point is that it is not just a 
small insignificant minority
 of the 
American people
 that are in-
terested 
in these academic 
questions  but the mass majority of 
people
 are interested. 
The university is the factory of 
ideas.  And many 
times,
 because of 
its preoccupation with
 ideas, social 
controversies 
many  times will 
develop in the 
university before 
they do the 
society at large. 
Other  
times these
 conflicts 
merely  
mirror the 
growing 
discontent  in 
the
 world 
outside
 the 
university.  
A case 
in point is the 
anti -war 
movement. 
Criticism of 
the war 
originated
 in the 
campuses
 across 
the country
 and from 
there  spread 
to other
 segments 
of
 the society. 
The anti -war 
movement itself 
was  nurtured by 
the Civil 
Rights
 
Movement and 
the two economic 
downturns 
of '59 and '63 
which  
brought 
about cutbacks in 
the 
amount 
of money allocated for 
education 
and higher tuitions.
 
The campus
 responds to 
social  
issues that
 start off-campus, and
 in 
turn the society responds to the 
issues
 raised in the university.
 
This is 
the importance of the 
universityit is one
 of the most 
important 
institutions 
 Tom Thomassen 
Economics junior 
Bunzel's
 editorial 
column
 
'wrong,
 
freedom
 
not  
disrupted
 by 
Arabs  
Editor:
 
In the 
Dec.  1 issue 
of the 
Sunday  
San 
Jose 
Mercury  
News,  
President  
John 
Bunzel 
wrote a 
column
 under 
the 
title  
"Seeking  
to Coerce
 the 
Campus
 
Press."  
, 
In 
his 
article  
Bunzel  
includes
 
choice 
descriptions
 
in an 
attempt
 
to 
belittle  
the 
Arab  
students.
 
Examples:  
When 
they 
were 
of-
ficially
 told
 that
 they 
had 
15 
minutes
 to 
disperse
 or 
face
 
arrest,
 
it 
took
 them 
only 
two 
minutes  
to 
leave."
 Not
 that 
this  is a 
university
 
president  
who is 
baiting
 the 
Arab 
students
 at a 
game  of 
chicken.
 
Later 
in 
the  
article  
Bunzel
 
mentions
 the 
Arab 
students
 are 
"not
 
representative
 
of the 
hun-
dreds of 
foreign 
students 
enrolled 
at San 
Jose 
State."...a
 
typical
 
cliche
 
which was used 
just
 
two
 
weeks 
ago 
against
 the 
104 ( out
 of 
110)
 foreign 
students
 who 
voted  for 
Bunzel's  
resignation,
 except 
at that 
time it 
was the 
Iranian 
students
 
who were 
not the 
-representatives.
 
Bunzel has the 
gail
 to talk about 
"the  American 
way"
 of freedom 
when  he has just 
disenfranchized  a 
whole 
department  and 
has 
ridiculed 
democratically  .elected
 
student 
institutions. 
How  come he does 
not  apply "the 
American 
way" to issues 
when  he 
clearly
 violates the 
most  basic 
democratic  freedoms? 
It is disgusinting to see
 Bunzel 
single the Arab students and other 
foreigners out in his vile attempt to 
score points with the public for 
the  
sole purpose of enhancing
 his law 
and order' image
 ( for further 
elections.) 
By resorting to his simplistic
 
cliches from
 his Hayakawa 
days  at 
San 
Francisco  State 
and
 by using 
expressions
 such as 
"character  
assassination"  and 
"arrogance 
and intemperence"
 Bunzel shows 
he does not 
understand or seek 
to 
understand 
the issues involved.
 He 
is only 
out  to seek 
votes. 
Meaning and  
importance
 
of free press 
defended
 
Editor: 
I understand the 
position that 
Arab students have 
taken on the 
American principle of a free press. 
They come from lands where this 
freedom is not so complete. I do 
not 
think they fully
 comprehend the 
meaning, or, the importance of a 
free 
and  
uncensored
 press. 
A 
"restricted"  
press, as 
our A.S. 
Council
 member, gamin j. 
gam-
mon, 
suggests,
 is not a freedom, 
but just one 
step
 on the road to 
censorship.
 
The expression
 of opinion is not 
the exercise of 
"privilege,"  as 
Souhail S. Hatout would have it, but 
a basic human
 right held by every 
man,  woman 
and  child in 
Americaregardless
 of citizen-
ship. 
I hope Arab students
 will open 
their eyes and 
see that real 
freedom can 
exist only when all 
views can be expressedeven 
those with which we do not agree. 
And even those we find distasteful. 
I am sorry that on the day my 
last letter was published, the 
Spartan Daily chose to print the 
now famous Conrad cartoon on the 
front page with a full length article. 
It was
 a poor choice by 
the Daily, in 
my opinion. When 
we
 rub 
someone's  nose in the 
mud,
 we 
nearly 
always
 come away with 
mud on our own faces. 
David 
Bicknell 
Radio
-TV journalism 
junior 
The issue, Dr. Bunzel, should be 
quite easy for a man with 
your
 
supposed intellect and in your 
position to grasp. Arab students 
were offended 
by
 what they felt 
were racist cartoons
 appearing 
with increasing frequency 
in the 
student newspaper. 
By  demanding a 
public ex-
planation from the editors 
they 
were exercising very basic
 protest 
rights. Since you, the 
so-called 
'liberal',
 did not get offended 
by
 
what was 
obviously  a racist car-
toon, they 
expressed 
anger  
and  
frustration  at the 
repreated  insults 
that
 were being hurled
 at them 
unchallenged.  
This
 whole 
baloney
 about 
disrupting  the 
freedom of 
the press 
is 
pure  crap. 
What 
freedom
 is 
involved
 when 
the editors
 receive 
all their
 cartoons
 from 
the  same 
cartoonist
 ( who 
declared 
himself 
to be pro -Israeli)
 without
 ever 
having a 
choice 
of
 which one
 to put 
in? 
On the 
contrary, 
I think the
 Arab I 
students,
 by bringing
 out the 
issue 
to the 
open, 
will  
help
 create a more 
democratic
 policy
 in the 
choice  of 
cartoons
 that 
involves  at 
least 
freedom  
of
 choice.
 
To
 those so called 
"patriots" who'
 
were 
throwing words 
like  "tough 
bananas"
 
and  "if 
you 
don't  like
 it 
get 
out"  in 
pre
-Thanksgiving
 
Dailys,
 I 
will 
ask 
the 
question:
 
assume
 
the 
Arab
 
students  
are 
thrown
 out.
 Can 
you  also 
throw 
out 
Chicanos,
 
Blacks,  
Asians
 
and  
women  
who  
also  
share  the
 same
 
sexist
-racist
 
treatment?
 I 
would  
like  to 
get an 
answer
 on 
that 
one!
 
I would
 also like 
to add for
 the 
record
 that the 
Arab students 
left 
the
 Spartan Daily 
after 14 minutes,
 
not 
two and only to 
go to the A.S. 
Council
 to present
 their 
demands
 
( you 
can check
 that with
 the 
campus 
police
 Bunzer) 
L.S. 
Wilson 
A.S. 
councllperson  
December  6, 
1974,  
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Survey
 
indicates
 
voter
 
confusion 
By Howard Joe 
More than half of the 
voters cast their ballots for 
offices and 
propositions  they 
did 
not 
understand,
 ac-
cording  
to 
recent
 
student -
conducted
 
survey  
pertaining  
to the 
Nov.  5 
general  
elec-
tions.
 
Almost 270 
persons
 were 
polled by 30 students of an 
' 'Introduction to Social 
Science" class taught by Dr. 
J. 
W.
 Sutherland, professor 
Ks of secondary education and 
social sciences. 
"I would have expected a lot 
of people to vote 
on
 things 
they didn't understand,"
 
Sutherland
 said. But I 
would  also have 
expected
 
people
 not to admit
 it." 
That's 
why  he 
was
 sur-
prised
 to learn that 
50.2 per 
cent of the 
total number
 
polled  
admitted  
not
 un-
derstanding
 measures
 on the 
ballot. 
Even so, 
he
 estimated that 
that
 
figure
 is 
probably  
low." 
Sample  
representative  
"We tried to make it (the 
survey)
 a representative 
sample," Sutherland said.
 
Of the total number
 of 
people
 polled, he said 
that  54 
per cent were women
 and 43 
per cent were under
 25 years 
F. 
of age. 
-There  
was  a 
lot of 
negativism,"
 
said 
Carol  
Cairns,  one of the 
students  in 
Sutherland's  class. "A lot of 
them ( people
 surveyed) 
didn't understand what 
the 
propositions
 were all about. 
The fact that people did 
come out to vote was a plus 
sign," she added, crediting
 
people for voting even 
though they 
didn't  un-
derstand every 
proposition. 
Sixty-three per cent of the 
people surveyed 
indicated
 as 
"very 
important"  the 
current
 political 
issues  
( distrust of 
government,  
Watergate 
and foreign 
relations.1 
People disenchanted? 
A possible sign of disen-
chantment with the 
current  
Administration
 was an 83 
per  
cent positive
 response to 
the  
importance of 
the economic 
issues
 ( 
inflation
 and 
recession). 
Beth 
Halverson,  also a 
student in 
Sutherland's 
calss, said she 
believed the 
survey reflected
 a growing 
mood among American 
voters 
that will result in the 
ouster 
of
 the Republicans 
from the White House in 
1976. 
Sutherland 
said the pur-
pose in conducting the 
survey was to help the 
students understand the 
different social science 
fields.
 
"TO  do 
political  
science
 
emeIMMJ 
D.W.
 
Sutherland
 
rather than
 stud) 
about  
them 
(theories)"  helped 
the
 
students better
 understand 
the 
functions  of the 
political  
system, 
according  to 
Sutherland.  
He 
said  he was "curious 
Campus
 
briefs
 
A special program 
depicting the Russian and 
Chinese Revolutions will be 
presented at 7 p.m. Sunday 
at the Studio Theatre, 5th 
and 
San  Fernando streets. 
The program,  sponsored
 
by the Revolutionary Union 
and The Committee to 
Celebrate Russian and 
Chinese Revolutions, will 
include skits, songs, music 
and  speeches. 
Admission is $1. 
 iv  
A free workshop dealing 
with 
"Issues
 in 
Remarriage"
 will be held 
from noon 
till 6 p.m. Dec. 14, 
in 
the Costanoan Room of the 
SU. 
A.S.
 
seeks
 
The 
Fantasy  
Faire  being 
held in the
 SU will 
feature 
New 
Games 
People, 
a 
recreation  group 
from Sari 
Francisco 
that 
will 
demonstrate
 creative,
 non-
competitive, fun
 games. 
It will 
take place in 
the SU 
Ballroom 
Dec.  12 at 
11
 a.m. 
and at the ROTC
 Field, Dec. 
13 at 11 a.m.
 
For  50 cents, 
students  can 
join in such 
games  as earth 
ball, 
mating  game, 
slaughter
 
and 
boffing.There
 will also 
be a circus act 
with  trained 
gorillas. 
All 
proceeds  go 
to ac-
tivities 
and services 
for the 
handicapped
 and the 
Campus
 Children's Day
-
attorney
 
general
 
job 
outline
 
A.S.
 Council gave the
 A.S. 
internal 
policy  committee
 
the chore of 
making  "some 
sort
 of meaningful
 job 
description
 or eliminate 
the 
position of 
attorney general:'
 
at Wednesday's meeting. 
The committee makes
 
recommendations  on in-
ternal A.S. 
policies.
 
Councilwoman
 
Gamin
 
Gammon
 
brought
 
up the
 
proposal,  
saying 
that 
the 
matter  
should 
be 
decided
 
before 
A.S. 
elections  
next 
semester.
 
The
 
student
 
body
 
must  
vote
 
to
 
eliminate
 
the  
position
 
and  
the 
A.S.
 
Constitution
 
would  
have
 
to
 
be
 
revised
 
under  
current
 
rules.
 
The attorney 
general's
 
job  
is
 to present 
cases  to the 
A.S.
 
Judiciary.  
This  posistion 
was 
weakened 
when the 
California
 State University 
and Colleges 
Board  of 
Trustees 
took
 away the 
power
 for the 
judiciary  to 
rule on 
student  
disiplinary
 
cases, 
according 
to A.S. 
advisor
 Louie 
Barozzi.  
Before 
his  
resignation
 
former  
Attorney  
General
 
Michael
 
Roberts
 
wanted  
to 
use 
the  
office
 as 
a legal
 in-
formation
 
service  
and 
asked 
council
 for 
an $800
 budget
 to 
[4parime
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 a salary for 
himself
 and 
operational  
expenses.  
But Council 
argued that no 
attorney 
general
 or coun-
cilmember
 has ever 
been 
salaried and a 
legal in-
formation 
service
 is already 
on 
campus.
 
Council never
 voted on the 
issue. 
They
 postponed it 
for 
two weeks, asking 
Roberts  to 
present a proposal
 to council 
to constitutionally
 change 
the 
office  
but  
Roberts
 
resigned
 
before
 
any 
action
 
was 
taken.
 
At the 
meeting,  
Nov. 20 
council  
rejected  
a proposal
 
by 
Councilman  
John 
Hart  to 
ask  the 
A.S. 
Judiciary  
to
 
interpret  
what the
 attorney
 
general
 can and
 cannot
 do. 
Hart 
said the 
matter 
is not 
for the 
council 
to decide,
 but 
for 
the 
judiciary
 to 
interpret.  
He 
explained  
that
 once the
 
judiciary
 
interprets  
the 
matter,
 the 
question
 can 
be 
dropped.
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Students facing final 
examinations  can take a free 
one-hour mini -course in how 
to survive the pressure  of 
finals and pass them with 
higher grades. 
The mini -courses are 
being offered by Dr. 
Norma 
Spalding in the Reading 
Laboratory,
 Ed. 231 during 
the week before finals. 
Topics to be covered in-
clude 
effective  scheduling of 
study  time, preparation for 
essay and objective tests and 
a 
checklist
 of factors which 
affect grades. 
Course
 times
 will 
be Dec. 9 
at 9:30 and 11:30 a.m. and 
2:30 p.m.; Dec. 10 at 9 and 
11:30 a.m.; and Dec. 11 at 
10:30 a.m. 
ISpartaguide
 
FRIDAY 
Health Science Department 
is sponsoring an un-
dergraduate Health Science 
Club and an organization 
meeting is planned for noon 
in the S.U. Costanoan Room. 
TUESDAY 
SJSU Sailing team 
will meet 
at 7:30 
p.m. in the S.U. 
Pacifica Room. 
The team 
will discuss team racing 
and  
the Ford Trophy
 Regetta 
Levi's
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about some of the prevailing 
ideas about political 
behavior." 
"I thought it 
(survey  ) 
helped
 in understanding 
why  
people 
vote," said 
Maureen  
Hurley, a member 
of the 
class. 
She said she
 felt that 
voters  were influenced
 by 
parents,  relatives, the 
media, and friends,
 as well 
as their own biases and 
opinions. 
"I 
was  
pleased
 
that
 we 
had  
all 
the 
responses,"
 
Sutherland
 
said.  
However,
 he quickly 
pointed out 
that "I was as 
interested in the exercise as 
much as the results." 
Senate  seeks 
CAR's
 
impact
 
The impact 
of
 the CAR 
system on instruction 
will
 be 
closely reviewed if the 
Academic Senate has its 
way.  
The senate adopted
 a 
resolution
 calling for 
the  
examination of CAR's 
ef-
fects at its Monday meeting. 
According to 
the  senate 
recommendation the 
com-
puterized system will be 
reviewed by 
faculty
 and 
students. 
Dr. Ruth Yaffe, chair-
woman of the senate com-
mittee in charge 
of the 
review,
 said she does not 
know exactly 
what 
procedures will be followed. 
She added the review will 
be conducted by 
the senate's 
registration committee 
which will report back to 
her 
Academic
 
amnesty
 
postponed 
LOS ANGELES
Adoption of guidelines for 
an academic amnesty plan 
was postponed until 
next 
month by trustees of the 
California State University 
and Colleges ( CSUC ) last 
week
 here. 
The
 academic 
renewal 
plan, 
approved  by 
trustees in 
September. 
gives  students 
returning 
to
 .the CSUC
 
system after
 an 
absence
 of 
five 
years  or more 
the
 option 
of removing 
up to one 
full
 
school
 year's grades. 
The plan 
will be im-
plemented
 to allow 
older 
students  to continue
 their 
education 
without  being 
penalized 
for earlier
 
academic
 failures,
 ac-
cording to 
Charles  Davis,
 
public 
affairs
 officer for
 the 
CSUC.
 
She 
did say, 
however,  that 
the 
CAR  probe 
will
 try to get 
at
 "serious 
changes"  in 
instructional
 processes
 
caused by the 
initial trial of 
the 
system.
 
"CAR is 
a computer
 
program  that 
the university
 
was told
 it has to use," 
Yaffe 
said. 
All campuses 
that have 
computer
 assisted
 
registration  use 
the
 same 
system, 
according  to 
Yaffe.  
The Chancellor's
 office 
requires use 
of only the one 
system,
 Yaffe said, 
because  
CAR also compiles 
data for 
the chancellor 
to use in 
comparing
 campuses in 
the 
California  State Colleges 
and 
Universities 
System. 
Yaffe  said she doesn't 
think the review will be 
concluded
 in time to help 
CAR registration for
 the 
Spring semester. She did 
say, though, that CAR would 
probably "run smoother this 
time 
around."  
"I think 
you'll
 see many 
more 
improvements.  
There 
are many 
people  involved in 
changing 
the system," she 
said. 
Dr. 
Edward  Dionne, 
chairman of 
the General 
Engineering
 Department, is 
heading the registration 
committee reviewing 
CAR,  
according
 to Yaffe. 
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What 
it
 is 
Impotent
 
Erotic
 
Film  
Festival
 
fails
 to 
stimulate
 
eager  
crowd 
By Alfred J. 
Bru 
Eyelashes  
were 
flashing  
up
 and 
down  ala 
Grouch()
 Marx 
and
 little 
I -know
-something
-you
-don't
-know
 smiles
 studded
 
the
 faces 
of a 
capacity  
audience
 
Wednesday
 
night  in 
the 
Morris  
Dailey
 Auditorium.
 
Stimulating
 this 
diverse  
crowd,  
which  
ranged  
from
 
middle-
aged  
folks
 to 
high
 school
 teens, 
from 
super
-macho
 types
 to 
effeminate,  
was the 
anticipation
 of the 
screening
 of the 
"Best 
of the 
First 
Annual  
New
 York 
Erotic 
Film  
Festival."  
On 
a 
blackboard  
set to the
 right 
of the 
stage, 
someone  
scribbled  
"lecture 
and 
demonstrations
 will
 be held 
after the
 
10 p.m.
 films" 
and those 
satanic, 
beady 
eyes
 of the 
audience 
swelled 
with a 
lusty joy 
that was
 on the 
verge 
of
 explosion.
 
Salivating
 
wait
 
It
 was 
now 
10:15  
p.m.  
and  
still
 no 
show.  
Was 
the  
audience  
being 
teased?
 
Whatever
 the 
case,  
the  
salivating
 wait
 set 
the  
mood  
as
 the 
anxious
 crowd
 
began  
clapping
 in 
unison
 in a 
yearning
 
desire 
to see
 the 
tasty 
bawdiness
 
that 
they  
had  
come
 to 
expect.
 
The lights
 dimmed,
 cheers 
and  
Snidley
 Whiplash
 chuckles 
filled the
 
auditorium.
 
I 
myself  
began  to 
feel a 
skin
-tickling
 
feeling  
surge  
upwards  
in my 
backbone
 as 
the first
 flick,
 
The
 
Appointment,"
 
directed
 by 
Chuck 
Vincent,
 flashed
 on the
 screen.
 
It 
was  a 
humorous  
piece 
which  
satirized  a 
middle-aged
 
couple
 whose
 -secret"
 
weekly
 affair
 is 
common
 
knowledge  
to the 
local  
townfolk  
who
 make 
it their 
"appointment"
 to 
fantasize  
with  
themselves  
while  
listening
 or 
viewing 
the 
rambunctious
 
proceedings.
 
Watching  a dirty 
ole' manhis
 spectacles 
steamed  with 
passionchurning
 himself 
with the 
rapidity
 of a 
chugging  
locomn..^  ,,IIP 
listening  to the 
grunts  and groans 
of the 
.eine on 
e P.A. system,
 was 
hilarious
 as the 
film
 climaxed.
 
Everyone
 was quite
 relieved.
 
Climax 
Unfortunately,
 the 
climax
 of the 
evening  ended 
with that 
film
 as the rest 
of the 11 flicks 
lacked quality,
 imaginative 
storylines 
and sex. 
Instead,  the 
so-called  
"artiness"
 of the 
remaining 
pr-
sentations  
were
 so outlandish
 that they
 bordered 
on im-
potency.
 
"Sport," 
directed by 
Bob  Steinberg, 
is described 
by
 John 
Wasserman  of the 
San Francisco 
Chronicle as 
being  "done 
with  exquisite 
taste,  sensibility
 and skill." 
Wasserman  was 
probably 
describing  some 
extra-
curricular activity
 taking place
 in the 
theater's
 aisles 
because the
 film itself was
 anything but
 erotic. 
A beautiful 
girl is depicted 
as
 becoming sexually
 aroused 
by 
watching  Sunday 
morning  football 
on television. 
Her fantasies 
of  the "sport" 
extend  to her 
brother's
 
bedroom
 as she begins to 
discover  the sensuality
 of a ping-
pong paddle, a 
baseball  glove and 
even
 the taste of an 
un-
washed  jock strap. 
Yuck!  
The crowd
 became somewhat 
excited when she 
pondered
 a 
baseball bat, but the
 audience settled 
down when she 
dispensed
 with the bat in 
favor of a fish net 
which  supposedly 
gets 
her  off as she madly and 
unbelievably  the acting was 
Contemporary
 
music;
 
Love story 
scheduled
 
'llomeu and
 Juliet,'' 
William 
Shakespeare's  
classic love story, opens its 
two-weekend run tonight at 8 
in 
the SJSU University 
Theater.  
The play 
features  several 
duels with 
rapiers
 and 
daggers, dancing, live 
music 
and 
a cast of approximately
 
30 actors and 
actresses. 
Tickets for this 
production,  
which plays each evening on 
Dec. 6, 
7,
 12, 13 and 14 at 8, 
costing $1 for students and $2 
general 
admission are 
available at the
 University 
Theater box office 
weekdays  
from noon to 4 p.m. 
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Associate  Professor
 of 
Music, Allen Strange, 
will 
present a 
concert of con-
temporary music for a 
variety  of media at 8:15 
p.m.
 
Monday,
 in the 
campus
 
Concert  
Hall. 
The ensemble
 and concert 
series was formed
 in 1969 to 
provide  the 
university  and 
community  the
 opportunity
 
to 
hear innovative
 and 
significant  musical 
works of 
our 
time,  according
 to the 
director. 
The 
evening,  featuring
 
electronic 
media per-
formances,  is free
 and open 
to the public. 
also 
unbelievalbe  I 
carresses the
 net while 
rolling about
 on 
the 
florr.  
Soccer squat 
Apparently,  she 
doesn't peak 
until  she squats 
on a soccer 
ball. 
Hmmm.  
The program 
was at least 
consistent in 
its  mediocrity 
and  
so those 
people  land there 
were many) 
who  filtered out 
of
 the 
theater
 during the 
show, can rest
 assured that 
they didn't 
miss 
anything.  
For 
example,  
"Where
 is it all 
Going,"
 a color 
cartoon
 had 
no 
merit  unless 
you  enjoy 
seeing
 a Pablo 
Picasso  stork's
 
extension,  in 
this
 case a sword,
 bloodily 
entering  a 
woman's
 
most
 erotic 
area. 
"Lovemaking"  of 
nice
 "ughs, oohs and
 ah" sounds, but
 it 
doesn't
 suffice as the 
director, Scott 
Barlett, has you 
viewing 
the action 
through  what 
seemed
 like a fish 
bowl of jello. 
Poor usage of double -exposure
 shots depicting coupling 
humans added
 to the seneseless "Eyetoon" by Jerry 
Abrams. The film was so overly exposed with blurred and 
rapid 
moving
 colors and objects that the only thing the 
audience probably experienced was eyestrain. 
Geoffrey Chaucer's classic "Canterbury
 Tales" was used 
for the 
format  of a film by John Dole. 
Miller 
unamusing
 
Using excerpts from the "Miller's Tale,"
 the film failed 
miserably in 
being even slightly amusing and Chaucer 
himself would have puked if he saw his characters literally 
farting in each other's facesas shown in the film. 
-Stripper"
 was nothing more than a girl 
stripping out of 
time to the tune "Express Yourself." The 
only expression  I 
saw was that she could 
wiggle  her ass nicely, otherwise I felt 
the film was asinine because it had no other purpose. 
There was 
however,  one more bright spot in the program 
other than the opening segment, "The Appointment."
 
This was a two-minute film called "Nursery" which 
zoomed in on several kiddie toys before focusing on two dolls 
"rolling in the hay." 
Minimal 
thrust 
However, throughout the evening,
 the basic thrust of 
eroticism, sex, was 
kept  at an extreme minimum as the 
directors 
apparently  favored directionless psychedeclic light 
shows, collages and moog-sythesized 
music,  which, I guess, 
was suppose to hypnotize
 the audience into believing that 
such rubbish 
was "Far out." 
I left Morris Dailey Auditorium and picked up the 
vibes 
that
 the rest of the audience was equally dissatisfied 
with  the 
"Best of the First Annual New York 
Erotic  Film Festival." 
I must concede however, that
 such films will always be 
"far out" for me. Far out of 
my
 sight that is. 
I 
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'Black aesthetics' and 
'Purlie'  
Black 
Workshop
 
slates
 
festival
 
The 
SJSU Black Theatre
 
Workshop will present its 
second annual festival 
on 
Dec. 8, 14 and 
15 in Morris 
Dailey  
Auditorium.  
The  program for Dec. 8 is 
entitled "An
 Evening of the 
Black Aesthetic," and 
concerns the 
Black ex-
perience 
in Black Theatre. 
Douglass
 Turner Ward's
 
play 
"Day of 
Absence"  
opens
 the program.
 "The 
plot 
centers
 on the theme
 'No 
Negroes
 
to 
be 
found 
...anywhere...what?"
 
explained 
workshop
 Director 
Dr. Willie 
L. Williams. 
Workshop 
members 
Muata  Smith, Sylvia Boyd, 
Billy Hambrick 
and  Stan 
Haysbert are cast
 in the 
main roles. Glen Towery,
 
Robert Parker,
 Brunel! 
Augustine  
and
 J.D. 
Docks  
are 
also
 featured.
 
Completing the 
program  
are the 
Zimbhwe Uhuru 
Dancers, a group
 headed by 
Kudzo Adekpuitor 
and his 
wife,  Gail. Both 
natives of 
Ghana,
 the couple 
perform  
dances  of 
their  
homeland
 
throughout
 the 
United  
States. 
"Puelie  Victorious,"
 the 
Ossie Davis 
comedy  which 
was 
a sellout when 
presented  
Weekend
 of rock 
set
 
for Bay
 
Area
 
Top names in the rock 
world will be featured at 
Winterland Arena and the 
Berkeley Community 
Theater this weekend in four 
Bill  
Graham  
Productions.
 
Dave
 
Mason.
 
British
 
guitarist and composer, 
headlines the bill at Win-
terland at 8 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday. Sharing the 
spotlight with Mason will be 
the country band. Poco and 
PFM. an Italian classical 
group. Tickets are $5 in 
advance and $6 at the door. 
The Berkeley Community 
Theater
 hosts Loggins and 
Messina at 6 and 9 p.m. on 
Sunday. The Southern 
California band, Honk, will 
open the show. Tickets are 
64.50,
 
$5.50  and 
$6.50. 
A rare appearance of The 
Kinks is scheduled for 8 p.m. 
Sunday at the Winterland 
Arena. The Climax Blues 
Band and Aerosmith will 
also perform, with tickets 
costing $5 in advance and 66 
at the door. 
Donovan, a regular on the 
music scene since the earl 
sixties, will perform at 8 
p.m. on Sunday at the 
Berkeley
 Communit  
Theater. Tickets are $4.50.  
$5.50
 
iris!
 
$8.50
 
by the 
Workshop in 
the  
Studio 
Theatre
 early in 
November, will be presented 
Dec. 
14
 and 15.
 
Prices are 91.50 for 
students 
and  92 general 
admission.  Group rates 
are 
available. Tickets may be 
purchased 
at the A.S.
 
Business 
Office
 or at the 
door. 
All performances
 
begin at 8 p.m. 
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Mentally
 
ill 
find
 
a 
helping  
hand
 
By 
Sally  
Racanelli
 
If man
 does 
not 
keep  
pace
 
with
 his 
companions,
 
perhaps it 
is because
 he 
hears  a 
different
 drummer.
 
Let  him step 
to
 
the 
music  
which he 
hears, however
 
measured  or far 
away.  
These words 
of Thoreau 
may  apply to 
someone
 who 
has been 
mentally  ill, as he 
tries to move 
back into 
society.
 
Some never make it. Some 
No.  
One place 
that helps those 
who are trying to 
make  is the 
Skill Center, located 
at
 Fifth 
at San Fernando 
streets,
 in 
the basement of the Newman 
Center.  
Under the auspices of the 
Catholic Social 
Services  of 
Santa Clara
 County, the Skill 
Center
 is funded by the 
Social Rehabilitation 
Service
 
through  a federal grant. 
With a staff of five and 
volunteers from SJSU, the 
Skill Center
 offers activities 
that give the 
members  the 
opportunity
 to make 
decisions, get along with 
others and to become self-
sufficient through em-
iloyment.
 
Back
 in community 
"Our ultimate, long-range 
goal is to get the people back 
!Out 
into the community," 
said 
Jane Yamamoto, 
director of the Skill Center. 
"We encourage people to 
make
 a commitment here, 
not just drop in," staff 
member Carol Zwetzig said. 
The center 
works  with 25 
egular members and 
usually at least five visitors. 
-We 
ask that the people visit 
:or at least a week before 
they decide to join us per-
manently," Zwetzig said. 
"We don't let visitors go on 
our Wednesday field trip," 
she added, and this 
sometimes motivates the 
undecided to make 
the 
commitment. 
At
 the Tuesday talk 
session
 a visitor asked,
 "If I 
get into this Skill Center 
will  
it help me grow up?" 
"Only if you want to," said 
,iiie of the regular members. 
a' "Hm, I've never 
really  
gotten
 into it," the 
middle-
aged
 visitor 
said. 
The 
atmosphere  at the 
center
 on Tuesday is more 
formal
 because preparation 
fur job training is done. 
"Everyone dresses
 up for 
this class and we 
don't  allow 
smoking,"
 said 
Cindy  Fahy-
Schmitter,  activity 
assistant  
and SJSU graduate 
student 
who is 
working  toward an 
M.A.
 in urban planning. 
"We
 go over how to 
write  a 
resume, grooming and 
we 
have role 
playing  in-
terviews," she said. 
"We also talk 
about things 
like the ability 
to take 
criticism from 
a boss," 
Yamamoto added. 
Job 
Placement
 
Fahy-Schmitter
 
handles
 
job 
placement,  
working 
with
 
e 
Department
 
of 
ocational
 
Rehabilitation
 
DVR 
"We 
place our
 people 
in a 
variety  of 
jobs including
 
electronic  
assembly, 
janitorial 
services  for 
the 
Goodwill
 and 
housekeeping
 
jobs," she said. 
The 
DVR has a job 
training 
in
 all areas and 
will
 even pay
 for education, 
when
 
that 
is 
what
 is 
necessary for a 
successful  
areer."  
One of the 
center's
 par-
ticipants,
 Ted Kost, 
raduated
 from 
SJSU 
hrough  the 
DVR
 program. 
A 
bright  and 
cheerful 
'young
 
man, Kost
 has dif-
ficulty articulating,
 as 
do 
several
 others
 at the 
center.
 
MI 
are 
receiving
 
speech  
Oerapy
 from
 
students
 at 
iJSU.
 
On "fuesdays at the
 Skill 
Center it is hard to tell who is 
the statt and who 
isn't. 
Casual dress 
"We blend in and 
we all 
dress casually," said Kimo 
Olson, staff activities 
coordinator. "It brings us 
closer together." 
Olson 
started  the popular 
Thursday drama group at 
the center. "I could
 see that 
our people
 are living on the 
edge of 
fantasy and reality. 
By offering drama, they can 
more clearly see which is 
which," Olson 
said. 
"We're working on a 
play 
now that 
they  wrote them-
selves," said 
Kathleen  
Andersen, SJSU oc-
cupational
 therapy major 
who works 
at the center one 
day a week for
 two units of 
credit.
 
The 
play  is called "Death 
Takes A 
Honeymoon,"  and 
involves a 
train ride and a 
murder and 
encompasses  
quite a few emotions. During 
rehearsal Olson reminds the 
cast, 
"Try to remember 
what emotions feel like." 
He said that they need to 
express feelings that never 
get out. The drama 
class  also 
studies dramatic 
literature 
and goes to 
many plays and 
musical productions. 
"SJSU has donated tickets 
to all of their plays," Olson 
said. 
Andersen 
said
 that she 
enjoys 
working with the 
drama group. 
"A lot of 
people here aren't that 
verbal and the drama really 
brings out different aspects 
of their 
personalities," she 
said. 
Thursday 
lunch 
As rehearsal draws
 to a 
close, the smell
 of pizza or 
some other 
hearty
 hot lunch 
permeates 
the large 
basement 
center.  The 
cooking 
committee for that 
Thursday
 presents a 
dif-
ferent lunch each week. 
"We collect 50 
cents  from 
everyone at our
 Thursday 
morning 
community 
meeting," 
Zwetzig said. "We
 
feel 
that  making 
everybody
 
pay 
is an important
 step 
toward 
independence.  
Life
 
just isn't free." 
"They save their money 
for the lunch," 
Yamamoto 
added. "Those 
who  aren't 
good managers
 will pay on 
Monday so that
 they won't 
have it 
spent  by Thursday. 
"They don't have much 
spending 
money,"
 Fahy-
Schmitter
 said. 
All of the center's par-
ticipants
 are  residents 
of 
local
 
board  
and 
care
 
homes.
 
This means mat 
they have 
been 
certified 
"disablee  by 
the federal 
government. 
Certification
 gives 
them
 8283 
per 
month of which $250 
goes 
to the 
board and care 
home.  
Each week 
there  is a 
different 
shopping  com-
mittee  to buy 
the  food for 
lunch. 
"I've  seen a lot of 
growth in 
our people 
as
 a 
result of 
our  shopping 
trips," 
Fahy-Schlitter
 
said.  "They 
know
 how to plan 
the budget 
and
 how 
to
 make 
sub-
stitutions  
when  one 
item is 
too 
expensive  
or
 not 
available." 
Final
 
hurdles
 
When  you 
have  been 
out of 
society 
for a 
period 
of
 time 
"these 
things 
are 
like  
final
 
hurdles
 on 
the 
road
 to 
self-
sufficency,"
 she 
added. 
The 
luncheon  
is a fun 
time 
for 
all  and 
also  a 
time
 to 
strengthen  
sometimes
 
forgotten  
table  
manners.  
After  lunch
 L.C. 
Schaffer,  a 
therapeutic
 
recreation  
major at 
SJSU, donates
 his 
time 
teaching 
a class 
in
 
stained glass 
making. 
"We do a lot of crafts," 
Fahy-Schmitter 
said.  "The 
main way to reach them is 
through activities, we jump 
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David Towne 
Thursday lunch is 
an important part of 
the week 
up their energy
 level, they 
have
 been on medication for 
so 
long." 
Crafts this month are 
geared to getting ready for 
the "Christmas
 Capers," a 
series of parties and projects 
that go on during the holiday 
season. 
"All of the 
agencies
 in the 
area combine 
efforts to put 
on coordinate
 projects, 
especially
 for those 
who 
don't 
have families," 
staff  
member Olson said.
 
-In the
 two years since we 
have been having the 
Capers, the suicide rate, 
which used to be high at 
Christmas in the Board
 and 
Care homes, has 
really
 gone 
down," 
Fahy-Schmitter
 
said. 
The Skill Center will 
sponsor Yule Night during 
the holidays, 
when  there will 
be caroling,
 skits and dan-
cing. 
Everyone  in the neigh-
borhood 
is welcome to at-
tend. - 
Writing class 
Olson conducts a 
writing 
class at the 
center  too. 
"One time we did a 
research paper on 
any  
subject that 
we
 were in-
terested in finding
 out more 
about," 
center
 member Kost 
said. 
"We learned 
how to find 
information at the library. It 
was really interesting to 
read everybody's
 paper. I 
did mine on 
'What Happened 
To Us While We Were 
In The 
Hospital.' I learned a 
lot 
about  myself," 
he
 said. 
One of the outside 
groups 
that
 helps at the 
center
 is A -
SERVE, a 
county  project 
administered 
by the Council 
of 
Librarians.  
"We show all kinds
 of 
movies;
 travel, 
cartoons,  
educational
 and just
 plain 
entertainment,"  
Lani 
Yashimura, SERVE
 staff 
member said. 
"We transport 
the movies 
and 
equipment
 in a van that 
we call 
our 
"haremobile."
 It 
is carrot colored
 and has 
rabbit 
pictures  all over it." 
-Soon 
we will be equipped
 
to show movies 
right  out of 
the rear of the 
van, using a 
parachute for
 cover," she 
said. 
On 
Fridays, Clare Lack,
 a 
bibliotherapist
 
from
 the 
Santa Clara 
County  Library 
works
 with stories, drama 
and 
poetry. 
"I aim 
for group par-
ticipation, 
it's
 not a lesson,"
 
Lack said. 
"Oftentimes
 a 
situation
 in 
Adk 
David
 Towne
 
'Activities help to reach them' 
a play or a short 
story 
reminds the
 group of 
something 
in their life and 
then we can talk about 
that," 
she 
said.  
The center has 
earned  a 
good reputation
 according to 
Eve Holmquist of the Santa 
Clara County Social Services 
Department. "I see a lot of 
people who are a part 
of the 
program and  
the  center is 
definitely filling a need." 
"They
 are really the only 
rehabilitative 
program
 for 
the people 
who  are on their 
way 
to making it," she ad-
ded. 
There is another
 kind of 
visitor who 
is especially 
meaningful
 to the staff, too. 
"When one of our 
people
 
has found 
employment
 and 
has
 moved from the board 
and care facility, they 
usually come back 
to visit 
us," 
Zwetzig  said, "and 
that's 
really exciting." 
the
 
Afiret
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Economics prof says 
depression
 
isn't likely 
By Bill Kucher 
"Because 
the structures of 
the 
institutions  in America... 
have changed drastically 
since the 
'20s,"  said Douglas 
F. Dowd, economics lec-
turer, "I don't expect a 
depression as severe now 
as 
in 
the  '30s." 
"The quantative changes 
that are likely to take
 place 
in the '70's will have political 
and social consequences that 
will seem to be very severe 
instead,"Dowd
 warned 
the 
standing room only 
crowd  in 
the 
S.U.
 Costanoan  Room 
yesterday. 
Policies post -Keynesian 
"The policies that have 
been used since the '50s and 
 the range of those policies 
follow  a post -Keynesian 
framework
 of expansion and 
contraction,"
 Dowd said. 
The economist gave his 
opinions on -Economic 
Crisis: the '30s and the '70s, 
Similarities and Contrasts," 
for the A.S. Social 
Awareness 
series -World 
Economy 
in the '70s. 
Depression impossible 
Many economic theorists 
of the pre -Keynesian period 
during the '20s
 
thought
 a 
depression was 
theoretically 
impossible
 regardless of the 
facts, 
Dowd said. 
He said there was a 
resistance to Keynesian 
policies and 
New  Deal 
politics during 
the '30s and 
they didn't 
take  hold in the 
United States until after
 
Wordl
 War II. 
Wars
 blamed 
In the 
similarities  and 
differences.  
Dowd blamed 
both World 
Wars as detours 
to instill 
a false sense of 
economic well-being 
in this 
country. 
He said the 
dependence  on 
government spending and 
anticipation from debt 
in-
come from consumers
 have 
altered our 
economy  into 
something 
different  than 30 
years
 ago. 
"The 1920s is the
 last 
hurrah of laissez faire 
economy in 
America," 
Dowd
 
said, and explained the 
-personal boom" in in -
v st 
in
 ents. industry 
automotive production
 and
 
economy" to 
survive
 a 
market speculation as global  disaster. 
particular to that period. 
Change in economy 
Another  
drastic
 change
 is 
America's place in the world 
economy.
 Dowd said, 
because in the '205
 the U.S. 
was prosperous while 
the 
world was in financial 
trouble. 
"There
 is a rapid increase 
toward 
economic 
nationalism,"
 Dowd said, 
in 
WATCH  
this country and abroad. He 
FOR ARNIE, 
feels
 the world must 
move
 
DEC 11 
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THE WINTER 
CARNIVAL AT 
SQUAW VALLEY
 
JANUARY
 12th thru 17th 
Trip 
Includes:  6 days 
at Squaw Valley
 
: limited 
transportation
 
: 5 
nights
 lodging 
: 2 meals 
per  day -
breakfast & 
dinner 
: lift tickets 
for 5 days 
: 3 dances 
: wine & 
cheese
 party 
: beer party 
: 
movies  
: ice 
skating
 
: 
Fun, Excitement,
 People, 
& Parties 
COST S100.00 
or tickets for the
 events are 
S3.00 students / 
53.50  public 
For further 
info call: Assoc. 
Students  
Business
 Office -277-2731
 
Ticket 
sales start
 Dec. 3rd
-18th 
Business
 Office & booth 
at
 Student Union 
SALE 
STARTS  9 
A.M. 
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Dave 
Wasick  (81) dumps
 Cal's Chuck Muncie 
Play 
Montana
 State 
tonight
 
Wasick
 
tops
 PCAA
 
picks 
By Steve
 Lopez 
Seven 
Spartan
 
gridders
 
have
 been 
selected 
to the All
-
Pacific  
Athletic
 Association
 
Conference
 
PCAA
 ) first 
team 
and six 
others
 to the 
second
 team. 
Senior  
defensive
 lineman 
Dave 
Wasick  was named the 
league's 
most 
valuable  
defensive
 player.
 
Also named to 
the first 
team 
defensive
 unit with 
Wasick
 were 
linebackers
 
Carl Ekern 
and.
 Larry 
Zajonc, 
defensive  
lineman
 
Wilson 
Fauminia
 and 
defensive 
back  Louie 
Wright.
 
Quarterback  
Craig 
Kimball
 and wide 
receiver 
Ike McBee, two
 seniors who 
together 
composed  the 
SJSU 
aerial 
record 
book,  were 
elected to 
the  first 
team
 
, offensive
 unit. 
Listed on the 
second  team 
offensive 
unit
 were offensive
 
tackle 
John Blain,
 a 
sophomore;
 tight end 
Dan  
Prager,  a 
junior;
 and 
tailback  Walt 
Robinson,  a 
sophomore 
Second  
team  
defense  
honorees 
were 
seniors
 Doug 
Johnson,
 lineman, 
and  Clay 
Jackson,
 
defensive
 
back.  
Wasters
 
second
 
Wasick's  PCAA 
selection 
was
 his second 
in the last two
 
years,
 and 
Dave  was 
also 
picked 
on
 the All
-West  Coast
 
honoree
 this 
season  for 
the 
second
 time.
 
Wasick
 this 
season 
registered
 72 
tackles,
 53 
assists 
four
 
fumble 
recoveries,  
two 
blocked  
kicks,
 seven
 
quarterback
 
sacks  
and
 a  
touchdown.  
Ekern,
 SJSU's
 
defensive
 
statistical
 
leader
 
with
 82 
tackles
 and
 60 
assists,  
has 
also
 made 
the first
 team 
two 
years
 
in 
a row. 
The
 
junior
 
backer  
will
 be back
 again.
 
Kimball, who passed for 
2,401 yards and 23 touch-
downs this season, was also 
selectee second team 
All -
West 
Coast.  Craig passed for 
over 6,000 yards in his SJSU 
career, puting him
 in tenth 
place in the nation college 
Cagers
 
in 
Big  Sky 
country
 
By Mike Romito 
If everything goes 
well for 
the Spartan 
cagers  this 
weekend, 
things will be 
cloudy 
for teams in the Big 
Sky basketball 
conference.  
The 
Spartans  will take to 
the road for a three
-game 
trip against
 Montana State 
University, 
Gonzaga 
University 
and the 
University
 of Montana, all of 
which are members
 of the 
6,
 
A_k
 11P1 
-, 
Big Sky conference. 
Sporting a 2-1 non -
conference record, 
SJSU
 will 
take on new coach Rich 
Juarez's 
Montana  State 
University Bobcats in 
Bozeman, 
Montana,  tonight. 
To Spokane 
Spartan coach Ivan 
Guevara's 
hoopsters  will 
then fly 
to Spokane, 
Washington, 
Saturday,  to 
battle the Gonzaga 
University 
Bulldogs. 
And Monday evening, the 
Spartans will 
travel
 to 
Missoula. 
Montana,  for a 
game against 
the University 
of Montana 
Grizzlies. 
Tentative 
starters
 for 
SJSU  will be Pete
 Miller, 6-2 
senior guard, Pat 
Barrett, 6-
4 junior 
guard,
 Rick Darnell, 
6-10 senior center, Don
 
Orndorff, 6-7 
senior forward, 
and Ron 
Fair, 6-7 junior 
I OW" 
 ret Ealy 
Doug Johnson, sabre 
fencer,  will try foil tomorrow 
Fencers meet
 at 
SJSU, 
foil 
tournament
 
tomorrow
 
SJSU will host the Nor-
thern California Fencing 
Association 
NCFA1 foil 
qualifying 
tournament  for 
the Central Division 
tomorrow.
 
Seven 
intercollegiate
 
men's foil
 teams and five 
XEROX
 
COPIES  
EA. 
% I I II I HIS AI) 
Is! 
Copy  
5$
 
AMERICAN COPY 
273
 E San Fernando 
1)ex
 t 
to Peanuts 
295-7718
 
(AM-
 
SRI  F
 Is 
E xpires 
Jan.
 1, 
75 
1 ' 
women's teams are 
scheduled to compete 
in the 
Physical Education and 
Recreation Gymnasium, 
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Gay Jacobsen 
D'Asaro, 
1975 national women's foil 
champion,
 will be fencing for 
SJSU. 
Spartan fencing coach
 
Michael
 D'Asaro and his star 
fencer 
were
 married Nov. 30, 
but she 
will  probably fence 
under her
 maiden name for 
awhile 
to
 avoid confusion, he 
said. 
Also on SJSU'S women's 
tehm will be lone Robinson, 
winner of 
the women's 
practice foil tournament at 
SJSU Oct. 
26, and Sharon 
McCann, 
with  Gloria Carson 
as alternate.
 
On the Spartan
 men's  
team will be Michael
 Green, 
who 
won  second place 
in
 
men's 
foil  at the Oct. 
26 
meet, Tom O'Leary and 
Doug 
,lohnson.  
51.1 
Pr rraroes
 PRISM 
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Johnson
 is SJSU's No. 1 
sabre
 fencer and Bruce 
Garner, alternate for the 
men's team, is No. 1 epee 
fencer, coach D'Asaro said. 
Teams from Stanford, 
U.C. Santa Cruz,
 Hayward 
State, Cal
-Poly San I.uis 
Obispo, 
Monterey Peninsula 
College  and West Valley 
College will compete 
tomorrow.
 
The three
 best teams and 
nine best 
individual fencers 
from the 
meet
 in men's and 
women's foil will compete in 
the 
NCFA
 championships, 
along with 
the  top Northern 
Division foil 
fencers,
 on Feb. 
15-16 at San Francisco
 City 
College. 
forward. 
Montana 
State's
 best 
experience 
lies
 in Craig 
Buehler, 
6-6 forward, and
 
Daryle 
Ross,  6-8 
center.
 The 
club 
lost three 
of their 
starters  
from
 an 
11-15 
season, but
 may be aided 
by 
Bruce  Smith, 
6-11  center, 
Randy Rucker,
 6-5 forward, 
and Paul
 Kinne, 6-4 
guard.
 
Spartan  loss 
Despite the Spartan's 
heartbreaking
 76-75 loss to 
the University of Nevada -
Reno Tuesday, the local 
cagers
 should be ready for 
Bobcats tonight. 
According to coach 
Guevara,
 the Spartans 
played their best game of the 
season against Nevada -
Gymnasts
 
play
 in 
two 
tournies
 
The gymnastics squad will 
participate in its first 
meets 
of the season tomorrow with 
half
 the squad traveling to 
the 
Chico  Invitational and 
the other 
half to the 
Sacramento 
Invitational.
 
The all-around performers 
will 
go to Chico, along with 
gymnastics coach Richard 
Chew, 
while  the specialists 
will 
participate  
at 
Sacramento. 
Chew
 said the Chico
 meet 
will 
give,  "a good idea of how 
well fare 
this season." 
Reno, and are improving 
with every game. 
Gonzaga
 University
 coach 
Adrian
 
Buoncristiani
 will 
field 
a 
good
 team 
off a 
mediocre  
13-13 
season, 
but 
he 
will  lack 
the  big 
man.
 
Bulldog
 
standout
 
Stewart
 
Morrill
 was 
the team's
 
leading
 
scorer 
and 
rebounder
 
from
 his 
center 
position, but
 was lost 
to 
graduation. 
Coach 
Buoncristiani  
is 
confident
 in the 
efforts 
of
 
Kenny  
Tyler,
 6-2 
guard, 
Denny  
Lintner,  6-4 
guard, 
Willie  Moss, 
6-10 center,
 Carl 
Minns, 
6-5 forward,
 and 
Dwayne
 Jones, 
6-6  
forward.
 
Last 
season,  
the
 Bulldogs
 
nipped 
the 
Spartans,  
70-68,  at 
Spartan
 Gym 
and  are 
again  
headed 
for  a close 
game. 
Montana 
19-8 
The 
University  
of Montana 
Grizzlies
 were 
edged  in 
a 
play-off
 with 
Idaho  State 
for 
the 
Big Sky 
conference  
title 
last 
season 
after 
a 19-8 
record, 
and their
 best 
finish  
in 24 years. 
The 
Grizzlies, who
 lost to 
the 
Spartans  
79-71
 in San 
Jose,
 are 
predicted  to 
remain  a 
dominate  
force  in 
the  Big 
Sky
 race. 
Coach 
Jud 
Heathcotes's  
charge 
will 
consist
 mainly 
of 
Eric Hays, 
6-3 forward,
 Tim 
Stambaugh,
 6-7 
forward, 
Ken 
McKenzie, 
6-9 center, 
Ben 
DeMers,  6-3 
guard, and 
Chris 
Powers,
 6-2 guard.
 
McKenzie 
is the 
Grizzlies  
standout 
player,  and 
high 
point man
 against 
the 
Spartans 
last season.
 
After 
the three 
game  road 
trip, SJSU will return
 on 
Wednesday  to 
Spartan
 Gym 
to meet 
the  
University
 of 
Idaho 
-oci:========x7 
-11(111)  t) 
GIFT
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"For 
a
Open
 7 days 
a 
week  
for 
your  
convenience  
"Where fine 
tobaccos 
of the world 
come to rest -
520 
The 
Pruneyard:
 
Campbell:  371-6840 
SPECIAL
 
from
 
LA 
PLAZITA
 
MEXICAN
 
RESTAURANT
 
Now 
that you 
have 
tried  
our food, 
we rile 
continuing
 our special by 
popular
 demand 
If you 
haven't  tried 
our  food, now is 
the time to do soar.
 savings. We are 
open for  breakfast, 
lunch, 
and dinner
 
na
 
Mon.-Thurs. 
7a.m.ap.m.  
Fri.
-Sat, 
7a.m
 
12p.m. 
and Sun. 9a.m..9p.m. 
Come 
try 
us'
 
La 
Plazite
 
998-9199 
89 E. San Fernando 
(between
 2nd & 
3rd sts.1 
:Valuable
 
Coupon
 
:
 Two enchiladas 
with  
rice 
and
 
beans
 
Good
 
until
 
'74
 
career  
passing.
 
Kimball's
 485 completions 
rank
 him seventh
 on the 
NCAA 
All-time Career
 
Completions
 list. 
At the team's 
award  
banquet 
Wednesday  night at 
London Rib in Saratoga, 
Kimball was 
awarded
 the 
Dud 
DeGroot-Bill
 Hubbard 
award 
as the team's most 
valuable player. 
Ekern
 tops defense 
Ekern
 captured the 
Alameda Sporting Goods 
Outstanding Defensive 
Player Award. 
Wasick was presented with 
the Dan 
Caputo Company 
Senior Lineman Award.
 
Louie 
Wright,
 who has 
been invited 
to participate in 
the 
East-West Shrine game 
and 
the Senior 
Bowl,  
received the First National 
Bank Outstanding Senior 
Back Award.
 
Walt Robinson, a 
junior 
who led SJSU rushers with 
617 
yards,  got the Charles W. 
Davidson Co. 
Outstanding  
Underclass Back Award. 
Matmen
 
hosting  
Humboldt
 
A 
dual meet tonight and 
the Mumby 
Invitational
 
tomorrow 
mark a busy 
weekend of 
wrestling at 
SJSU, as the 
Spartans  make 
their home debut. 
The Spartans
 will try and 
end a four -meet losing streak 
against the Humboldt State 
Lumberjacks
 tonight at 7:30 
in Spartan  
Gym, then will go 
right back to work tomorrow 
at 10 a.m., hosting such 
schools as the University of 
California, Stanford, and Cal 
Poly at San Luis Obispo in 
the Hugh Mumby 
Invitational. 
Last year the Spartans 
beat Humboldt State in a 
match that 
ended  long 
streaks, a 17 -meet winning 
streak for the Lumberjacks 
and  a six -meet losing string 
for the Spartans. Wrestling 
coach Terry Kerr is hoping 
history will repeat itself. 
"Humboldt is going to be 
really tough," he said. 
"Their wrestling 
program  is 
well supported and they 
recruit good 
wrestlers,  
telling guys to 
get away from 
the city and come
 to Hum-
boldt for some 
hunting and 
fishing. 
The Mumby tourney will 
be an all day affair, with 
some of the West's top 
wrestlers participating. 
Kerr said the best matches 
will be between 4-7 p.m. 
Prices for both the dual 
meet 
and the Mumby 
Invitational  will be $1.50 for 
adults and 50 cents for 
students. 
Fauminia, only a 
sophomore,  received the 
Fischer -Jensen Insurance 
Outstanding
 Underclass 
Lineman Award. 
Senior  Reno Vaita, who 
overcame a 
knee
 injury and 
became 
a utility man this 
season,  was honored 
for the 
second year 
in a row with the 
KNTV  Most Inspirational 
Player
 award. 
Junior
 wide 
receiver  
Maurice Hill, who
 stepped in 
for the injured 
Ike McBee at 
mid season,
 received 
the 
Paul
 Jewelers 
Most 
Improved 
Player
 Award. 
Sophomore
 linebacker 
Tim Toews, who logged a 
3.69 grade point average,
 
received the
 Glendale 
Savings and Loan 
Scholarship Award. 
College Master presented 
head coach 
Darryl  Roget$ 
with a Coach of the 
Yeait
 
Award on 
behalf of 
Fidelity
 
Union Life Insurance. 
FILM
 FREAKS 
tThe
 
CAMERA
 
ONE 
FILM
 
THEATRE
 
is
 cur -
4
 
rently  
running
 
the  
best
 in 
tForeign
 and 
Comedy
 
films.
 
Shows
 nightly 
Mon 
 day 
thru 
Thursday
 plus
 
midnight
 
shows
 
Friday  
and
 
Saturdays.
 
Singles  
$1.50 
Doubles
 
$2.00 
Free 
Coffee 
366
 
S.
 
First
 
St.  
Parking
 
Ph,  
295-6306
 
SILVA
 
SINCE
 1936 
READY 
FOR  
WINTER? 
ANTIFREEZE
 
PARKING
 
TIRES
 
TUNE-UP 
BATTERIES
 
All
 Major 
Credit  Cards
 Accepted
 
78 
S.
 4th 
-Close  to SJSU 
Library
 
BREAKFAST
 AT 
McDONALD'S.  
IS GOING
 LIKE
 
HOTGIKES...IN
 
 
- - 
AND SO ARE THE 
HOTG1KES AND
 SAUSAGE... 
NOT TO MENTION
 
EGG 
McMUFFIN
 
firer  
Tve--.10?  
DANISH  
PASTRY  
4 KINDS OF 
JUICE  
That's 
right, 
your local McDonald's is now serving 
delicious
 hot breakfasts. Our 
new "Good Morning: 
menu 
imakes
 eating 
a hearty breakfast away from
 
home 
quick,  convenient, and 
inexpensive.
 Tomor 
row, treat 
yourself
 to breakfast during our 
break  
fast 
hours -5:00-11:00 a.m. 
(weekdays)  and 7:00 
11:00  a.m. 
(weekends).  
3rd & 
San 
Carlos
 St.
 
Downtown
 
San  
Jose
 
COOKIN'
 WITH
 MAMA 
THE WINE
 YOU 
CAN EAT. 
Dear Akadama Mama,
 
Did 
you  know you're 
selling your wine short. 
It's 
much
 more than 
the  wine 
you 
can  
mix-
 it's the 
wine you can eat.
 The 
other 
night  my old lady 
took
 some 
pineapple
 
dessert
 topping and 
stirred 
in some of 
your 
Akadama  
Plum
 and 
then
 
poured it 
over pound
 cake and
 choco, 
late
 ice 
cream.
 It 
tasted  so 
good  my 
teeth  
still 
hurt.  
Jim 
Dear 
Jim, 
Your 
letter  
was  
truly
 
inspirational.
 
Your 
super  
idea
 about 
eating 
Akadama  
Plum
 really
 got our 
greedy 
taste  
buds
 
flying and
 before 
the day 
was over 
we 
recipied
 
ourselves
 into
 Plum 
Paradise.
 
Thank you. 
HTBTFPOCTEAP,
 
TGWWTNPF
 
(How
 
to 
be
 the 
first person 
on
 campus to 
eat 
Akadama
 
Plum.  the grape wine with the 
natural
 plum
 flavor.)
 
AKADAMA
 PLUM CAKE
 
1 package
 yellow
 cake mix. 
1 package 
vanilla 
instant 
pudding
 mix. 
4 eggs. 34 cup 
oil. 3/4 cup 
Akadama
 Plum. 
Combine
 all 
ingredients,
 mix or beat 5 
minutes  then 
pour into 
greased  angel food 
or bundt pan. 
Bake 45 
minutes  at 350. 
Cool 5 minutes 
then 
invert
 onto plate. Dust
 with powdered 
sugar.  
AKADAMA 
PLUM GELATIN 
1 envelope
 
unflavored  
gelatin.
 1/2 cup 
cold 
water. 
1,4 cup sugar. 
2 tablespoons
 lemon 
juice
 
el
 cup 
Akadama
 Plum.
 Sprinkle 
gel  
atine over
 cold water 
in a small 
saucepan.  
Pl,sce civet ails] stIr 
constantly 
until  ge atm chs. 
solves (about 3 minutes) 
Then add Akadama 
Plum, 
sugar and 
lemon juice and 
chill 
untt
 firm. 
AKADAMA PLUM & 
CINNAMON 
APPLE 
GELATIN  
Add 1,1 tablespoon of 
cinnamon 
to
 regular plum gelatin when 
you add the Akadama Plum. Then just add 
1 cup of cooked apples when the gel 
reaches the syrupy stage. 
AKADAMA PLUM 
& ORANGE OR 
PINEAPPLE OR BOTH GELATIN 
Add some diced orange 
or pineapple or 
both
 to 
regular
 plum gelatin 
when the gel reaches 
syrupy stage. 
HOW
 TO HELP 
PASS 
THE TIME
 WHILE 
YOU'RE
 WAITING
 
Treat yourself to 
some of that
 opened 
bottle of Akadama 
Plum  straight
 or with 
rocks or soda
 or tonic 
water or 
7UP or cola or 
ginger ale or apple 
juice or pineapple 
juice or whatever. 
tiuo 
dama
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Mao's
 
life
 
in 
politics
 
important'
 
By 
Tom 
Peterson  
"Ideologically,
 Mao 
is 
very 
important  
for  China,"
 
said
 Dr. 
Jack 
Thomas,  
political 
science  lecturer,
 in 
his 
talk 
yesterday,
 
titled
 
"China 
after Mao."
 
Speaking
 in the 
S.U. 
Almaden  
Room, 
Thomas  
discussed
 Mao's 
position,  the 
power 
factions
 in 
mainland  
China,  possible 
scenarios for 
post -Mao
 China and 
foreign 
relations of 
post
-Mao China 
in a 
prepared 
talk  and an-
swering 
questions. 
During the 
1950's, Thomas 
said, observers
 believed that 
"whatever  he Mao 
) wanted, 
was done." But, he said, now 
it is the theory that while 
Mao 
gets  his way in setting 
important policies, it may 
take 
several years for the 
policies to 
be
 implemented. 
While all the 
members
 of the 
government 
have  the same 
general goals,
 Thomas said. 
"They  look at policy in 
different ways." 
Thomas
 divided
 the 
members 
of
 the government
 
into three 
different
 factions,
 
all of 
which 
could  be 
in-
terested  in power 
when
 Mao 
dies. 
The three
 factions which 
he sees 
in the Chinese
 
government 
are the ideolog-
militants,  
the group 
that 
Mao 
is in; the 
professional  
party
-government  
mem-
bers; and the 
military  which 
has  increased
 its 
representation  in 
the 
government
 since it 
ended  
the 
Cultural  Revolution  in 
1969 
by
 controlling the 
Red 
Guard.
 
Thomas 
said
 he sees four 
possible set-ups 
for China 
after Mao, but added 
with 
the state of health of the 
premier, it 
will
 most likely 
be a "China after Chou En-
lai, too." 
Most probably, he said, 
ks 
Li; 
Dr.  Jack 
Thomas
 
China 
will have 
some kind 
of 
coalition
 
government,
 
combining
 all three 
factions.  
He also 
said
 it is 
possible  
from
 this type 
of govern-
ment,
 one group 
cound  rise 
to dominate
 the country.
 
A second
 possibility is 
for 
one-man rule,
 if a strongman 
could arise to 
fill Mao's 
chairmanship.
 
"I think one-man rule is 
possible, but not likely," 
Thomas said, pointing to the 
fact that the governments of 
the Soviet 
Union and North 
Vietnam did not find a 
strongman to follow either 
Stalin or Ho Chi Minh. 
A 
third possibility, he 
said,  
is that 
the military will take 
over. The military, he said, 
has been growing in political 
power, 
particularly in the 
local committees that have 
reformed, since the end of 
the 
Cultural  
Revolution.
 
But,
 Thomas said, the 
government
 has recently 
been moving officers who 
have been in one place for a 
longtime. They are, he said, 
"trying to whittle down the 
power  of the military. 
Also, he said,
 the military 
cannot
 spend their full time 
involved in politics because 
they are busy guarding the 
Sino-Soviet border, 
developing their nuclear 
weapons and other military 
functions. 
The fourth 
scenario for 
post -Mao China is what 
Thomas called a "big fight" 
in which case he said he 
thinks the 
military  would 
come out 
on top because they 
are "the people with the 
weapons." 
Discussing 
China's  
relations
 with the USSR, 
Thomas said that after Mao 
dies, "I think there 
is a 
possibility for a 
change." 
He said Mao has set the 
tone for the present 
Sine -
Soviet
  
relations, and his 
successors might attempt to 
better the relations. 
Study to 
probe  
.health  services 
By Leslie 
Jennings  
An investigation to decide 
if there was a need for a birth 
control clinic
 merger will 
headline 
topics  that a new 
health advisory committee 
will tackle. 
Student volunteers, 
cut 
from this semester's birth
 
control services, will also be 
discussed by the committee. 
Take 
a look
 
The committee 
is being 
formed 
because ad-
minstrators,
 students and 
Student 
Health 
Services  
SHS)
 felt a need to 
take  a 
look
 at the health 
service and 
related issues, 
said Donald 
DuShane,  assistant
 to dean 
of
 student services.
 
Four  students
 and four 
faculty 
members 
from  
health 
related
 majors 
and 
departments,
 one 
A.S. 
representative
 and 
one 
faculty 
member -at
-large,
 an 
associate 
dean and 
three 
couselors  from 
student 
services  and the director 
of
 
SHS will sit on the com-
mittee. 
Health students 
No students who are not
 
enrolled in health
-related 
majors will participate on 
the committee, said 
DuShane, 
because the 
committee 
would become 
"too large" and the number 
of students 
committee
 
members
 was considered 
"sufficient."
 
DuShane 
has  asked 
the
 
departments
 of 
nursing,
 
biological
 
sciences,
 
health  
science
 and
 
occupational
 
if 
WATCH  
FOR
 
ARNIE,  
/ 
DEC 
11. 
theraphy to submit 
student  
and faculty names. 
Each department
 will 
decide, which
 student and 
faculty 
members
 will par-
ticipate
 on the committee. 
"We're 
looking  for, 
generally,
 highly interested 
and 
motivated  people," said 
Dr. Robert S. Martin, 
dean  of 
Student Services. 
When the 
committee
 holds 
it first session, 
Martin said 
he hoped that 
it would look at 
the 
recent
 A.S. 
referendum  
election
 
results
 where
 
students 
voted  against 
the  
merger 
of
 the old birth 
control
 clinic 
and  SHS. 
Last
 month, 1,619
 students 
voted against 
the merger 
which 136 students
 voted in 
favor of SHS
 merging with 
the
 old night
 clinic. 
Du 
Shane  
said,  
the  corn-
mitte 
will 
probably
 meet
 
before  
Christmas.  
To advise 
The 
advisory  
committee
 
( has
 no 
official  
title) 
will 
formulate
 
its own
 policy
 for 
advising  
SHS on 
its 
policy,  
procedure
 or 
operational
 
functions,
 
according
 
to Du 
Shane. 
He also
 added,
 that
 there 
is 
no 
funding  
needed
 for 
the  
committee  
to operate.
 
All  
committee
 
members  
will 
have  voting 
rights
 
when  
suggesting its policy for 
advising 
SHS, said Du 
Sahne, except Dr. Thomas J. 
Gray, SHS director, who will 
serve as 
an ex -officio 
member. 
Other topics to be in-
vestigated by the committee 
have not
 been decided yet 
said Du Shane. 
Related editorial on page
 2. 
FLOCKED
 VELVET 
POSTE  RS @ 2.50 
INDIAN JEWELERY 
AND TAPESTRIES, 
PATCHES
 
PIPES 
PAPERS CANDLES
 
DESIGN 
T SHIRTS, 
BLACK 
LIGHTS
 
STROBE
 LIGHTS,
 
BLACK 
LIGHT  
POST 
E RS @ 1.50 
BRUCE
 LEE 
PUS rERs 
ANO 
!RON
 ONS 
Brooks
 
BO 
E 
SAN FERNANDO  
NEW
 YORK 
CHARTER
 
DEC. 21 - JAN. 8 
$219.00
 
From
 L.A.
 
$244.00  - 
From  S.J. 
AA 707 
Charter
 flights 
available 
only 
to
 
students,
 
faculty,  
staff 
and their
 
immediate
 
families  of 
San Jose
 
State 
University 
For  
information
 and
 
reservations,
 
phone  or 
stop  by 
and 
ask ROI DAVIS 
255 E. 
SANTA 
CLARA
 ST. 
No.710  
SAN  
JOSE,
 
CALIF.  
95113  
PHONE  
1408)287-8240
 
STUDENT
 
SERVICES
 
WEST  
Fare based on 
pro 
rata share 
of
 minimum group 
40 and
 In-
cludes 
an 
administrative
 fee of 
$25  Fare,, in 
accordance
 
vvith 
terra  
f on file with the CAB
 and includes 
all 
taxes.
 
Fare 
may 
vary
 based
 on the 
actual  /number 
of passengers 
travelling
 
Aircraft
 used 
are 8707 or 
008 or 
DC10
 or 13742
 lets. 
, 
Officials 
say
 
energy
 
program not 
working
 
WASHINGTON
 I API
 - 
Administration
 
officials  
have begun
 to concede 
that 
President  
Ford's
 voluntary 
energy 
conservation
 
program 
isn't 
working
-and 
the 
alternatives  
they
 propose 
could 
mean a 
return  to 
long  
lines at gasoline
 
stations 
early  next year. 
Treasury  
Secretary  
William  E. 
Simon
 has said 
he 
is ready to 
recommend  to 
the 
President  that the 
govern-
ment resort 
to
 mandatory 
allocation 
of gasoline
 and 
other 
oil  products 
to dealers 
to 
reduce  
consumption.
 
Treasury sources say 
second part of that effort 
would be to place a man-
datory ceiling on oil imports, 
cutting
 them by from 1 
million to 1.5 million barrels 
per day. 
Presidential Press 
Secretary Ron Nessen may 
have set the stage 
for  such 
actions 
when he 
acknowledged  that 
"the
 
progress 
toward
 reducing oil 
imports is probably not
 as 
satisfactory
 as the 
President
 
had hoped it 
would be." 
Still,  it remains 
uncertain 
whether
 Ford 
will
 go alone 
with 
either 
mandator  
allocations
 or import
 
ceilings. 
If he does, it almost 
surely will spell 
a renewal ut 
shortages  like those during
 
the Arab oil 
embargo
 last 
winter.  
CLOSING SOON, 
COL 
VOW'  
oisc\ 
1°,0 
RINI 
STUDENT  
RI
 SII 
(ft price,
 15 
before curtain) 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
(61.00 with ED.) 
For
 GROUP SALES call 
778-7614
 
The Ligle fox Theatre S33 Pm& 
kan I tani.mo, Boy
 Ohm. Phone,
-
41..o 
keiron 
le.ohnx 
+Mt,  
Ford is expected to issue a 
special message 
on energy 
policy
 in mid -January, 
sources say. 
10% 
TO 30°c DISCOUNT
 
ON
 ALL 
FAMOUS  
BRANDS 
Ask for our
 Student
 Discount
 Card 
FILM 
DARKROOM  
SUPPLIES
 
ENLARGERS
 
CAMERAS 
ACCESSORIES
 
PROJECTORS
 
DEVELOPING  
AND  PRINTING
 
SAN 
JOSE CAMERA
 
245
 SO.
 
FIRST
 
295-8591
 
  
HILLEL 
PRESENTS
 
CHANUKA
 PARTY 
Saturday
 
Night,
 
Dec  . 
7th  
7:30  
pm
 
441 
S. 10th
 St. 
Laikes-Music-Games
 
$1.00
 
donation
 
Come
 
and
 
celebrate
 
before
 
finals! 
E
 
CLASSIFIED
 
1 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
Friday Flicks presents "   
Christ
 
Sups rrrrr " 
music conducted by 
Andre 
Presort.  Music by Andrew
 
Lloyd 
Webber, 
Lyrics  by Tim 
Rice, 
Perhaps
 the
 most remarkable film 
to 
emerge
 since Cecil B. 
DeMille
 
Founded Hollywood. 
Fri 12.6 2 
snows. 7 8. 10 pm
 Morris 
Dailey
 
Aud SO cents 
By
 A Phi 13. 
Book Sale! Low cost 
Self 
improvement
 Books Sex. health, 
wealth, self help. 
sports,
 hobbies. 
hypnotism,
 occult. cooking 8. 
herbs 
Send for FREE 
CATALOG to 
Unique 
Industries,  Box 11275. 
Cupertino,  CA
 95014 
Sprout Sandwiches-- all kinds 
HERO'S  89 cents We accept
 tOOd 
stamps
 
126  E San Salvador 
btwn
 
3rd 
& 
air
 
Sts 
50 per cent Discount on All 
Jewelery  in 
our 41 page catalog featuring over 
350 creations
 of 
fashion  jewelery-
r ings 
-watcheS-pendants-pins-
earrings-tie  
tact -cuff 
links.  
Receive your FREE 
CATALOG
 and 
RING SiZER
 by 
sending
 25 rents for 
Postage
 and 
handling  to 
Unique  
Industries, Box 11270
 CuPertino,
 CA 
95014
 
Early
 
0  lion sound Appealing? 
Check
 out January Session 
courses 
for those
 extra
 
units.  
The Christian Science Organization
 
meets 1 
30 p rn 
Thursdays  
in 
the 
student
 chapel between 
the  gyms 
Everyone  is welcome!
 
The Ideal 
GM.  
The Prof it by R Berk 
man Spartan 
BOOkS 51.95. 
Ballet
 College age 
Classes 
at 
Eutratia
 
School  of Ballet 
Essential
 
technique  
- tor beginning and in 
termediate students 
Small 
classes.  
individual  
attention 
Beverly
 
Eufraria  
Grant.  Director 241 1300 
Rent. TV or Stereo,  free 
delivery  free 
service Esche'S 251 25917 
Unwanted Hair 
Removed  by a 
Registered
 Nurse Electrologist  
Phone
 265
 
14101
 
Op t41
 21116 Lincoln 
Aye
 
Winter Carnival 
75
 
The best lime
 you'll ever have" 
Jan 
12 17 
Tickets
 0250. Package $99 
Tickets on Sale December 3 17 
Beer races, dances prizes,  and 
everything
 you'll
 hope 
Imo
 
MAGICIAN 
Truly unique entertainment for
 
For  Sale '77 Honda 600 
7 door
 sedan 
Parties.
 
meetings,  banquets.  
etc 
Esc 
C000..  
only
 5,700 $1350 
Call 
Phone 
Joseph 
Fleming
 255 
6117
 
967 3923 after 
S 
CO
 
pm
 
Waterbeds San 
Jose's oldest 
manufacturer  and retailer of 
quality 
waterbeds and 
accessories Special 
courtesy extended to SJSU 
students 
and 
faculty
 
yin Yang 
Waterbeds 
Locations
 in San Jose. 
Campbell.  
Santa 
Clara. 
Mountain  View, and 
Morgan Hill Visit our 
warehouse
 
showroom
 41
 
3331 S 
7th St at Tulty 
Road,  998 5660 
Downtown Wa  - under new 
managinent Low prices
 on both new 
and
 used waterbeds 
and ac 
cessories. Check our prices! 
Special  
prices 
on purchases of 2 or 
more 
waterbeds
 416 W San Carlos 
St., 
287 2000 
Noah's  Ark 
Waterbed  Co. 
$6 Keyes St . San Jose 
209 $451
 
SALE! Prices Reduced On 
Many Styles Up to 20 
percent
 
Complete
 
Heated
 Beds
 From 
5129 
Wedding Ph of   Gentle
 all 
Natural 
color.  photography
 for your 
wedding You keep all phots taken 
plus the  original 
negatives  land 
a 
free, white embossed
 album Budget 
priced for 
highest
 quality work 
Please call for 
details
 
Photography
 
by Dale AAaggio 292 2601 
evenings
 
Flocked 
Velvet Posters -large 
variety 
52.50 each. New 
summer king site 
tapestries S6 91 Incense pack 
of 25 
for 50 cents 
Large variety of pat 
ches.  Iron on 
Iran
 rrrrr . Imported 
walking canes 
from India. Pipes 
and  
rrrrr 
bananas  Strobe
 lights Large
 
variety of 
black lights
 
one 
block 
from the 
college ROE 
San Fernando 
Si 
Standard
 typewriter, $25
 Captains
 
chairs, 515 each Portable 
sewing 
machine
 $25 797 
6079 
V.W. 60 Auto 79000  miles Runs good 
New Brakes 8. Battery
 
$700 or offer 
Call 
Joe  990 7031 Se pm 
mostly
 
Shreded Foam
 Rubber 45 cents per 
pound 
Call
 293 2954 
'67 TR4A E xcl cond. Amer Maps, Gclyr 
Radials, New top & seats. AM Radio, 
Roll
 Bar Cherry
 $2100
 offer 226 
$938 
VW Bug
 1073 Excellent
 Condition I 
want 
to
 
sell  it 
before  'semester 
break
 Asking 51850. but will 
CCM 
sitter any
 reasonable offers.
 Phone 
287 7449, evenings or weekends 
Stereo 
System,  
3 0 W 1  AM FM 
Amp , 
SOW 
Speakers
 
turntable,.
 
Plus 
access. 5500 
Call  3913301, 6 9 p 
only 
FOR 
SALE  
'69 BSA -650 cc., 6.000  mi 
Immaculate. good deal 
274 S069 
evenings 
Antique Armchair Late 19th 
Cent 
Upholstered 
in Plum 
Needle and 
Petit Point w 
velvet  back 5250 726 
7371
 
Need
 a Bed to Crash
 On? i have 
2 twin 
beds box
 
springs,
 mattress 
and 
headboard
 Great condition
 Call 
Don  741 
9693 
W r   San 
Jose's  newest 
waterbed 
company
 experience 
the
 
comforts and pleasures of a 
tropical  
island right
 in your own bedroom 
Operated 
by
 
fellow
 
students.  
Islander 
Waterbeds.  1521 W San 
Carlos Oblks west
 of
 Seers) 292. 
$213  
PROTECT  YOU rrrrr 
AGAINST 
RAPE & ASSAULT!
 Carry 
REBUFF
 personal 
protection spray 
in your 
purse or 
pocket  Holds 
and 
conceals
 
easily  in hand Also 
protects
 
against
 
vicious
 
Oa)
 
attacks  
Mailable and 
legal  in 
Calif 
Post 
Pad.
 
tax  mei  1.3
 50 ea . 
2 for 116 SO! 
Send check
 or money order 
to L R 
Walton. 
2142 Kenwood Am . San
 
Jose.  CA 
95120 Mail 
order only. 
French Mini Motorbike,
 White Soles 
1000 
Practically
 New -so light 
you 
can use it as a 
regular
 bike 2953072
 
Solange
 
waterbeds 
by
 
Viktfol
 
Mattresses
 
Liners  
Healers 
Frames
 
Sheets 
Malt
 Pads, 
111116 
W San
 
Carlos,
 2117 
0350  
Snow 
chains for 
Compact Car
 -never 
used 
Call 
2099336 Ask tor 
Gary 
ltcyclest
 Gene's Skye*
 
Barn
 has all
 
models to 
feisty 
your
 needs  If 
your
 
interest
 
is in 
racing 
bikes,  
Were 'so 
wide 
selection
 to choose 
from
 
Touring
 
bikes are also 
in stock to 
round  
out  
Complete  bicycle 
collection
 Gene's
 prudes
 first 
rate
 
service  
on 
all bicycle 
repairs.
 All 
major parts for 
bikes are available 
So 
come dOwn
 and let 
Gene's 
lake
 
care 
of
 your bicycle
 needs. 
293-7197  
1180
 F Wdliarns Si CA 
Typewriter 
-Royal  Portable 
Excellent  Condifion 525 
762 4651 
SERVICES 
Typn9
 
Very
 Reasonable 
Short  
notice,
 my home. 367 
3119 
 tonal
 
Typist.
 Fast,
 
accurate.
 
dependable
 Mrs
 Alice 
Emmerich.
 
249 
2064. 
Art Service-For 
that Pro Look! 
Graphic Design,
 Holiday Art.
 
Window Painting, Cartoons, 395 
3771,  Ben 
Eperienced
 Thesis Typist  Master's 
RnpOr ts 
Dissertations  Marianne
 
Tamberg
 137 
Escobar Ave 
Tnlephone 
356  4240. LOS Gatos
 
Writing R   Assis
 rrrrr 
Typing and 
editing  Call 
evenings  
226 11470
 
Student 
Typing SO cents page 
plus 
paper 396 5 
11th
 St call Minnie 990 
0352 
Typing
 
term papers, 
thmes, etc 
experienced
 and last 
Phone 769 
8674 
prof  
sstional
 
Typist  
IBM 
Seleciric,
 
861  
2389  eves 
For 
Permanent  Hair 
Removal
 
Call 
registered
 electrologist 
at 735E Santa
 Clara 
St 
3941199
 
Prof. Typing.
 Term 
papers,
 reports.
 
Theses.
 eon
 
IBM 
Selectric
 with 
Greek symbols, 
script,  rep type 13 
yearS
 cop
 Phone 
935 0749 
Thesis &  
mid Typist. 
IBM 
Selectric
 II 
Ask about my
 bonus
 
rate
 for
 Students
 
Call  Andrea 
297 
2331
 
Typing
 neat. ac rrrrrr 
IBM 
Select,.
 
Call
 
Lo-
 578 8090 
after
 
SP m 
Getting
 Married?
 Discount
 
Flowers
 
does
 
everything  a florist
 does
 at ' 
the price 
with twice
 the 
quality.
 
WHY 
PAY 
MORE? 12 years
 of 
satisfied  
customers.
 Phone 996 
1252
 
for free
 estimate. 
Prof. Typist, fast. 
accurate  Met 
typewriter
 Reasonable 
rates 
to
 colt 
students
 Call after 2 
pm
 253 6820 
HOUSING
 
Female 
Roommate
 to share 2 
Bdrin 
Apt w 
Same 
Nov
 smoker over 21 
Super bargain, lots of extras, nice 
Quiet
 area, short commute Call 226 
4917 
eves
 & weekends 
Keep trying 
BDRM. 
Furn  Apt. Water & Garb pd 
Tenant Pkng . laundry my 
Clean, 
LonttOrt  
Quiet
 633 S Ilth
 St 
Cali  
292.059
 or 794 7332 1130
 
mu
 
Roommate Wanted tor 3 Bedroom 
House. 
Straight,  non smoker Near 
shopping 15 min drive to SJS 575. 
264 6589 
Two or 
Three Bedroom
 Apartments 
for Rent, 470 S 
11M 
St , Office Hours 
8-5 
Mon. 
Thru 
Fri  
One eldrin. 
Apt.. Furn 
. Clean. 
Quiet,  
$135 plus dep , All util 
p0,2
 blks 
from 
SJSU Avail Dec 1$.  293 4401 eves 
YEAR ROUND 
RATES  $135. 2 Bdrrn 
unfurn apt 
srn pets ok 4 minute 
drive
 from LIS 29011106 
or 
311-d302
 
Room
 for Rent in Lovely Home, Pool. 
ClubhOuSe'neet to golf rows!,
 Kit 
Pry
 S65 per mo Near IBM 724 Oil 1 
Attractive,
 
clean.
 quiet
 turn 
room tor
 
,1,1 
lit 
pry
 Near 
SJSU
 570 inn 
g cep All ulil pd 293
 4401 eves 
Mother
 
Olsons.
 Ten
 
locations
 
near 
college
 
Kitchen
 
facilities.  
color
 
1 
V & 
maid  
service  
519.50 
share.  
326  50 
single.
 weekly
 122
 N 
(Ith St 
Phone 
3936345 
Wanted to 
mane in to 3 bdrrn 
turn 
apt near school w 
3 
other  girls  
55350 8. 
Oil  
Cali  797 
7715 
Do You 
Really Care 
about Han-
dicapped 
People?
 Understanding
 
female
 
sought
 to 
snare
 
acit 
*nth
 
sensitive  
yOunq
 man W c P and 
voice detect
 Call 3902300 after 
5 00 
'41 
San Fernando Noose , 
Near 
Centennial  Hall 04 
Library
 
Parking. 
color  T V , 
Kitchen
 
privileges, linen
 
& 
maid
 
service.
 
$69 
SO share. NW. 50 
Single
 237 E San 
Fernando Phone 
793 7374 
2 Berm.
 Apts.
 for 
NM.  5170-5190 
mo 
5100 
Deposit
 Leese tit May 
See 
Mgr 635 S. 
11th St No 1 290 0102,  
San Jose 58sf  
InS
 Ce-ed 
Beautiful building,  great
 location, 
private parking. linen L maid 
service. color T.V.
 Ping pomp, kit-
chen
 
facilities, inside 
courtyard, 
grand piano,
 free Continental break 
fast
 579 50 share, $109.50 single 202 
S
 
11th St Phone 3927271
 
Room with 
Kit pm Quiet Non 
smoker  only
 
S blks 10 SJSU 575 m0 
297 3175 Or 
734 
7744 
cot
 .320 
Apt for Rent 
1 
Bedroom.  furnished 5135 
mono
 
°Water & 
Garbage
 Pad 
3055
 Oh 
S' 
No 6, Mgr 2010303
 
3 Bdrm older House
 w double garage 
I block 
SJSU  upper
 
diy 
women
 
students
 Ref req 
1976079 
LOST 
8. FOUND
 
Lost Dog 
Male 
Bull Terrier. 11 
77 
Mu Brindle 
& 
White.
 
SJSU area 
Reward 292 5324 
Lost Book 'Modern
 Japanese' by 
Han 
Taken 
by
 mistake 
at
 
book 
checkout in 
Spartan Bookstore 
Student
 desperate 
Contact  Student 
Bookstore 277 3211 
HELP 
WANTED  
Teachers, 
rapid 
reading
 Part 
time 
Resume to 1305 Glenway. 
Suite
 227, 
Inglewood, CA 
90302 
Jonathon
 Livingston
 Seagull
 
a unique 
opportunity
 
If oyrouf'uvle, rlitiadrnot 
nceormIti
 seiaornn
 rp.aprrt
 est mene 
tine, a totally
 new 
concept
 
in per 
Wel
 
development
 programs 
Cali
 
289 1441 between 5
 
& 6 Orn 
Escorts
 
Female
 55 00hr --part 
time
 
1.15 4930 
Loving Woman wanted to cook 
evening meal In 
exchange  for free 
room and
 hoard
 can 904
 117911 
eVerlirtrIS 
Lire in Maid and P time Cook Rm 
board 
inc  I For interview send 
personal into 
to P
 
o Box 
21923.  San 
Jose.
 
CA 
Waiter.
 
cop
 Must speak Chinese 
Waikiki Village, 15466 Los Gatos 
Blvd 
Los  Gatos, CA 
PERSONALS 
I don't believe in Hell. 
Just
 in 
Purgatory
 
The 
ReSt 
Stop 
On Inc 
Journey
 to Pa, 
Madam 
Mabyl  
Massages 
F or yOur 
tr.est  
Thanks for
 Reasons 
it's good 
to know 
people
 care
 
Michael 
Please  
hurry.  11 
would 
be so 
wonderful and 
beautiful
 
it 
you were 
to 
ecgre  
balk  
yoU  SO 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
Aa...e0 Cary 
Dead  or A ye 
pay!.  Free Towing 
Derek  YUAN 
or 
Steve  795 
3771 
English 
Only
 
All makes, 
Triumph.  
Ford,  Spec 
English mech. Free Mt.,
 
Student
 
Discount
 
Phone 397.3416 
work  
guaranteed 
CAR
 
PROBLEMS?
 
SEE  
AVTO
 
?SCA
 
Skilled
 
mechanic  spec 
iellting  In 
Foreign 
E<Or\OMy
 L 
Sport care 
Tinsesio,
 repair 
A front
 erict altgeh 
meet open 
sat Bring 
MN ad for 
discount
 
297  
MO
 798 
N 
1)
 
51 
Auto -Motorcycle Insurance
-Tired of 
being ripped
 off? Cali CSIS
 Campus 
insurance  
service 
ExcliMive
 
student
 programs Lowest rates. No 
Student
 refused. Call 
289  Sailor stop 
by 404
 S. 
Third St.
 
2nd 
Florae  1770
 At.
 
& San
 Salvador I 
Cycle  
Helmet  & Ace. 
Salem  
10 per
 cent disc On 
alma 
name  
helmets 
& acc 
with  this ad. 
thro
 
Dec  
9,
 
1974. 
House  
of Honda
 
2475 W 
El 
Camino,
 Mt 
View, 941.2177. 
--
Journeyman Mechanic
 will 
save
 
Wu 
on auto repairs 
Maier repairs on 
Foreign
 cars Minor
 only on 
American cars Ex. VVV tune
 up 535 
total 
all work 
guaranteed  STEVE 
GEDDES 
2953111 
TRAVEL
 
Europe Israel Africa 
Student
 flights all
 yesr round 
CONTACT I SCA. 116117 San 
Vincent.
 
Blvd No a I. A 
Cam 
90049 
Tel 12131 
826  5669,  
8200955
 
Hawan-New
 York
-Europe
 Student 
i 13 and Hostel Card -rail passes -
infra European 
flights
 
Free  trivet
 
into Contact 
Student  Serytces West, 
235E Santa
 Clara
 No 710 San Jose, 
CA,
 95113. 
11001
 207 8301
 
New 
World  E aaaaa Ional Trips: 
South
 
America, 2 4 
month  
experiences  
LOW COST Brochure.
 were P 
Box 2131. Salinas. Calif
 93901 
ENTERTAINV
 
ctiT 
FRIDAY 
FLICKS
 
PresentS  
-Jesus 
Christ Superstar"
 Music conducted 
by Andre Previn. 
Music  
by
 Andrew 
Lioyd Webber 
Lyrics  by 
Tim 
Rice.  
Perhaps 
the  most 
remarkable 
film
 
to 
emerge
 Since Cecil
 a  
DeMmIle 
tounded Hollywood Fri 6 12 
2 
Shows TI, 10 g m 
Morris Dailey SO 
ents  
by
 A Phi 0. 
SELL
 IT 
WITHA 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED
 
AD!
 
3 
linee 
4 
limn
 
5 
limit
 
6 
Imes 
Classified  
Rates  
One 
Two 
Three f
 
ifii 
Five  
day 
days 
days  
days
 days 
61.50 2.00 2.25 2.40 2.50 
2.00 2.50 2.75 2.90 3.00 
2.50 3.00 3.25 3.40 3.50 
3.00 3.50 3.75 3.90 4.00 
Each
 addlt-
Idnal day 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
Each  
addlt  
tonal Iln 
Ada .50 .50 
.50 .50 .50 
Minimum
 Three lines One Day 
Chock  a 
Classification
 
) 
Announcements
 ( ) Help
 Wanted 
) AutomOtivis ( 
) Housing 
) 
For Sale ( ) Lott and 
Found  
P1,111 our 
Ad Hero: 
(Count  
approx. my letters arid spates for 
each
 
line/
 
Print Name
 
Address _ 
City
 
Ph cmi 
_P noosed Is $ _ F or_Days 
SEND
 CHECK, MONEY ORDER 
OR 
CASH
 TO SPARTAN 
( ) 
Personals
 
DAILY CLASSIFIED.
 SAN JOSE 
(I 
Services  
STATE UNIV.,
 SAN JOSE, 
TranSportatIon
 
CALIF  
115 1 14 
.ueadiine, Two days prior to 
Do 
blication 
Consfacutive pubilCatiOn dates 
only 
No refunds on canCeliget ads 
S 
 
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'Calendario'
 
coordinated
 
by 
instructor
 
By 
David  
Reyes  
After
 
gathering  
in-
formation
 on 
Chicano  
ac-
tivities  
throughout
 the 
nation. 
Armando 
Valdez,  
SJSU 
Speech -Communic-
ations
 instructor,
 has 
coordinated the 
publishing of 
a 
calendar entitled 
"El 
Calendario
 Chicano 
1975." 
The calendar, 
produced 
for the third 
year, 
according
 
to its 
appendix,  
was  
produced 
to make 
in-
formation
 on 
Chicano
 ac-
tivities 
available  to as 
many 
people as 
possible at a 
low 
cost  and in a 
useful
 format. 
Valdez,
 who has 
worked 
with 
community
 newspapers
 
and
 Chicano 
publications,  
has researched
 some of the 
historical data 
for seven 
years. 
"This is a 
good way 
of 
getting
 
preliminary  
iChicanoi 
awareness," 
Valdez said. 
Media 
alternative  
There  is a need 
for this 
type of 
calendar,"
 he said. 
''We need more 
independent  
media 
production."  
Another 
reason for 
creating the 
calendar  was 
Chicano
 reaction towards
 
the media, 
Valdez  said. 
**People complain that the
 
Chicano 
image  is distorted," 
he 
said, "Rather 
than
 argue 
the issue, 
we are creating 
our  own conception 
of what 
Chicanos 
actually  are." 
Research for the 
data, 
included in 
short 
paragraphs, was obtained
 
from books, newspapers 
dating back to the 1800's and 
archives throughout the 
Southwest United States. 
Alumnus helped 
Among those who worked 
on the material were SJSU 
alumnus Gloria Chacon and 
Martin Perez. a student
 
currently attending SJSU, 
who contributed pen and ink 
drawings. 
"We want to give people 
I
 
Chicanoi 
awareness, en-
courage more research and 
produce an interest in 
Chicano art," he added. 
Filled with relevant 
historical  notes from 
Chicano history, the f ull-
color calendar also features 
8 x 10 inch reproductions
 by 
artists in the Southwest 
United States. 
Volunteer 
labor 
"All the 
artists contributed 
their work to the calendar. 
They are not doing it for 
money," he said. 
The calendar is available 
in the Spartan Bookstore for 
$2 or can be bought for $1.50 
by ordering through
 The 
Southwest Network, 1020 
"B" Street.
 Suite 8. 
Hayward, 94541. 
Money from 
the sale, 
according to Valdez, will go 
to pay for publication 
ex-
penses as 
well  as help 
finance other Chicano -
oriented projects. 
Continues growing 
Valdez said that the
 
calendar
 
will
 never
 be 
complete.
 The staff
 will 
always  be 
reviewing  
dates,  
comparing art 
and including 
new 
research  
information.
 
"El Calendario
 Chicano 
1975". 
according  to 
its ap-
pendix,"  
is
 dedicated
 to 
our  
children.. 
who now
 inherit
 a 
turbulent 
past and an 
un-
certain 
future. 
May 
their  
knowledge
 of 
our past
 and 
present 
struggles 
pave the 
way  to 
a 
future  
Rocky
 denies
 cover-up
 
of top 
Republican
 
loan
 
WASHINGTON
 
(AP  ) 
 
Vice
 
President
-designate
 
Nelson
 
A. 
Rockefeller
 
testified
 
yesterday
 
that 
his 
brother
 
Laurance's
 
belated
 
disclosure
 
of a 
$30,000
 
loan
 
School
 
of 
Engineering
 
i 
seeks more minorities
 
As 
part  
of
 a 
national
 
effort.
 
SJSU's
 
School
 
of 
Engineering
 
is 
attempting
 
to
 
increase
 
the 
number
 
of 
ethnic
 
minorities
 
in
 
its  
department.
 
The
 
Engineering
 
Department
 
last  
month  
received
 
a 
$2,000
 
con-
tribution
 
from
 
Phillips
 
Petroleum
 
Company
 to 
aid 
the  
school's
 
minorities
 
program.
 
The 
financial
 
assistance
 
comes
 at 
a 
time
 
when 
less
 
than
 
one  
per 
cent 
of 
all 
engineers
 
in 
the  
United
 
States
 are 
Black.
 
" 
The 
figures
 for
 
other  
minorities
 
while  
not 
readily
 
available
 
are 
undoubtedly
 
equally
 
disconcerting,"
 
according
 to 
Dr.  
James
 
Roberts,
 
dean
 
of
 the 
School
 
of 
Engineering.
 
Roberts
 
said
 
the  
$2,000  
donation
 
will 
go 
into 
an 
already
 
established
 
fund 
for 
the  
minorities
 
program.
 
Minority
 aid 
The 
money,  
according
 to 
Roberts,  
will 
be 
used 
to 
aid  
minority
 
students
 
and  
women  
in 
the  
department,
 
and 
to 
help
 
sponsor
 
junior  
high
 and 
high 
school  
tutoring
 
Ohs 
inntier
 
box
 
I 
10t'ECIVT11/1
 
4. 
The
 
Tinder
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1.11.111
 
II,  
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A 
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90 
""
 
- 
eastridge
 
programs. 
The School of  Engineering 
has a 
total  enrollment of 
about 1,200 undergraduates 
and nearly 450 part-time 
graduate students. 
Of 
these,  approximately 30 
are Black, 50 
to 60 have 
Spanish surnames, and 90 
are 
women,  according to 
Roberts.  
Participation
 
 'A symposium on in-
creasing the participation of 
minorities 
in engineering 
was sponsored by the 
National 
Academy of 
Engineering in Washington 
in May, 1973," Roberts said. 
"The 
participants
 of this 
symposium recommended 
that a 
national goal be 
established: a 10-fold 
in-
crease in minority 
enrollment in engineering in 
the 
next  decade," he con-
tinued. 
According to Roberts, this 
10-fold increase means that 
the Engineering Department 
should include at least 20 per 
cent Black and Spanish 
surname students. 
Currently, the minority 
enrollment for the 
depart-
ment accounts for about five 
per cent of the total, not 
including  women. 
Create interest 
Roberts
 explained that 
students who receive 
financial 
assistance in the 
department are encouraged 
to go to high schools
 and 
sometimes  junior high 
schools in order to create an 
interest in engineering in 
young minority students. 
"By tutoring we try to stir 
interest in young minority. 
students
 who are 
already on 
a math
-science 
track."
 said 
Roberts.  
//II 
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,\D  
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FRIDAY,
 
DECEMBER
 
hth.  8:001'.11 
Tickets
 
available at 
San
 
Jose Boy
 
Offb,
 
912 
Town
 <I 
Country  
Villag, 
San 
Jose 9512' 
All  
seats  
reserved:
 
$4,  
SAN .10.ST 
CIVIC 
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The Engineering 
Department
 is also 
paying 
high
 school 
students
 who arc 
doing 
well  in 
math  and 
science
 to tutor
 others
 whi 
are not
 doing 
as
 well. 
"The  
major  
cause  
ol 
minority 
imbalance
 in thc 
engineering
 profession 
is 
simply 
that there 
are not 
enough 
qualified  
minority  
engineers  
available," 
Roberts 
commented. 
"The 
overriding
 reason for 
this 
scarcity is that
 the 
profession has
 not supplied 
the 
motivation  for 
young 
minority students
 to con-
sider 
engineering  as 
their 
profession," 
he continued. 
According to 
Roberts, 
professional
 engineering
 has 
not sold itself
 as a viable 
profession to 
minority 
students.
 
Opportunities? - 
-Up to now, 
minority  
students
 I at the 
high
 school 
level ) 
have
 suffered 
from a 
lack of educational
 as well as 
employment
 
opportunities,"
 
said Roberts.
 
"We want 
to show that it 
can be 
done  and 
there's
 no 
big deal 
about  it," he 
said, 
referring
 to the 
success  he 
expects  from
 the 
tutoring  
program.  
Roberts 
also 
explained  
that 
part  of 
the  
school's
 
minority
 program 
is in-
volved 
with  lending 
financial
 
aid to 
women  in 
the 
department,
 who 
comprise  
approximately
 5 per cent 
of 
the 
total  enrollnient. 
'was 
no
 effort to cover up." 
"If 
you're
 implying 
by 
your statement 
that we were 
covering -up, 
misleading,  not 
telling the truth,
 you're 
wrong," 
Rockefeller
 told 
Rep. Robert 
F.
 Drinan, D-
Mass., at the 
House con-
firmation hearings 
on
 his 
vice 
presidential  
nomination.
 
Drina!) had 
said a 
Rockefeller  aide 
had  known 
about a $30,000 
loan to then 
Republican  
national  
chairman 
William  E. Miller
 
in 
1961,  but 
said
 nothing 
about it 
until  I.aurance 
disclosed  it 
Wednesday. 
Instructional
 
funding
 changes 
Continued from page 1 
Nevertheless,
 the 
California  State
 University 
Student 
Presidents 
Association
 reluctantly 
supported
 AB 
3116  in the 
legislature.  
Their
 reluctance stemmed 
from a 
1973  struggle 
against  
another
 
Johnson
 
bill
-AB 
159. 
That
 bill would 
have made 
all 
student 
body  
fees
 
voluntary,  
explained  
A.S.  
Information
 
Officer
 Lee 
Stna  us 
Testimony
 
not
 
needed,
 
Sirica  
says  
Continued from page 1 
The 
lawyer  said it would 
be -highly unfair" to require 
the 
former President's
 
testimony  until long 
after  
Jan.  
6. 
Frates has asked Sirica to 
recess the trial over the 
Christmas holidays and send 
the jury home 
until  Nixon 
could testify. Other defense 
lawyers 
suggested  the jury 
might
 remain sequestered 
during a trial recess. 
It would  be unwarranted 
and wholly inappropriate to 
interrupt, adjourn or con-
tinue this trial 
with  the jury 
sequestered  until an un-
certain date in the somewhat 
distant future," the judge 
said. 
The 
objections
 from 
defendants 
Robert
 C. 
Mardian and Kenneth W. 
Parkinson 
to sending the 
jury home 
ruled out that 
possibility, Sirica said. 
Although  disposing of 
the  
time 
problems  brought on by 
Nixon's 
possible  testimony.
 
Sirica is still 
pressed to close 
out the trial
 by Christmas. 
He asked the 
jury
 to tell 
him by Friday if 
they  would 
object to hearing testimony 
on the 
three Saturdays 
remaining before Christmas 
and
 to stay in the courtroom 
later than the usual 4:30 p.m.
 
closing time.
 
Executive
 
holds
 
business
 
class  
The first "Executive in Residence" 
seminar
 will feature 
lecturer W. M. 
Batten,  J. C. Penney Co. Board member and 
School of Business faculty. 
The 
Spring
 seminar, a 
production of 
the executive 
com-
mittee 
of business 
students  (
 
ECBS),
 has been 
planned  to 
include one 
credit seminar 
and another 
non-credit in-
terdisciplinary  
class
 highlighted 
with periodic 
visits by 
Batten.
 
Batten 
is the retired board chairman of the J.C. Penny Co., 
who at one time shared that title with its presidency. He 
spoke at SJSU 
in 1968 and  was instrumental in funding the 
business school's Business Minority Program and Small 
Busines.s 
Consulting  Service. 
Although the classes are not listed on the Spring schedule 
plans have been made to add it because the ECBS and School 
of Business have 
made
 firm commitments with Batten for his 
appearance. 
"We're firming up proposals now," said Pat Danaher, 
ECBS student coordinator. "The plans are tentative now but 
we'll send them to him for approval." 
Danaher  said the 
theme  of Batten's 
visit  will center around
 
-The Role of 
Business  in Modern
 Society," or 
how business 
functions
 relate to 
other goals of 
society. 
Anthony
 D. 
Campagne  
MODERNE
 
DRUG
 
CO.  
Open
 Till 
Midnight  
Every
 
Day Of The Year 
I 
998-8800
 
50 
E.
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The student presidents
 
opposed AB 159, 
arguing
 
that it 
would cripple student 
government.  
The legislature rejected 
the 
bill, but not 
on the 
grounds the 
students
 had 
argued. 
Instead, Smaus said, the 
legislators reasoned that few 
students would elect 
to
 pay 
the fee 
and  therefore in-
structionally  related ac-
tivities
 would have no source 
of funding. 
But Johnson didn't give up 
the battle to slash student 
body fees, Smaus continued. 
Last year he took over 
control of a bill 
the student 
presidents were pushing to 
provide for state funding of 
instructionally related ac-
tivities and added to it a 
porvision for a referendum 
on student body fees.  Smaus 
said. 
The bill, AB 3116, passed in 
that
 form. 
At first the 
student  
presidents were confused, 
but after debate and 
discussion, the group 
decided to support the bill. 
According
 to 
Smaus,
 A.S.
 
President Rico voted against 
support for the bill, but was 
in the minority. 
She
 said Rico foresaw 
problems
 
have 
already  
decisions, future funding and 
conflicts over 
past funding. 
Smaus said some of those 
problems have already 
materialized. 
For example, she ex-
plained, the A.S. bought
 
much of 
the SJSU football 
equipment 
and a dispute 
over its ownership is likely. 
At Sacramento State, 
Smaus 
said,  the A.S. 
owns  
the football 
stadium
 and it is 
not yet clear
 if they will
 rent 
it out, sell it 
or
 if they will 
SDSU 
may arm 
policemen 
SAN DIEGO
 'AP, - 
President Brage 
Golding is 
considering arming 
campus 
security guards at San Diego 
State University
 after the 
killing
 of an 18-year -old 
coed.  
The school 
with 275 acres 
of land and 30,000 
students  is 
the only one in the 
19 -campus 
California  system where 
guards
 are unarmed, a 
spokesman 
said. 
Golding met 
Wednesday 
with 
the Student 
Council
 as 
the body of 
Tanya Gardini, 
strangled and 
stabbed
 in her 
dormitory
 room, left for 
burial near
 her home in 
Walnut Creek. 
Little support for
 handing 
out  guns or hiring 
student 
guards was
 expressed by the 
student leaders. 
give
 it up to the 
university. 
She 
pointed
 to another 
snafu in the billone
 that 
most university's would 
relish. 
San Bernardino 
State,
 she 
said, had 
budgeted
 only 
$7,000
 of its A.S.
 fees 
to in-
structionally  related
 ac-
tivities. 
But now, 
with  the 
$25.001
 
base and the 
$9.25 per 
full-
time 
student,  the 
univer- '  
will
 
have
 
to
 figure out
 
%ALA
 
to 
do
 with 
some
 
$40,000
 
1$ 
never 
had before. 
PIECOPLE'S`
 
.4_,
 
Chez Nous inyrtes you to shop or sell 
Handcrafted g commercial gifts For any 
budget 
'a limited number of consignment
 
70 
E.
 San Fernando 
comma. are 
available to 
local  
craftspeople. 
10-4 
(M -F) 
10 
MINUTES  
OF 
YOUR  
ME
 
COULD 
SAVE
 
A 
FRIEND'S
 UFE. 
In the time it takes 
to drive your
 friend home,
 you 
could  save 
his life. 
If your friend's
 been 
drinking
 too much,
 he shouldn't
 
be 
driving.
 
The  automobile 
crash is 
the 
number  one 
cause  of death 
of people 
your
 age. And the 
ironic 
thing  is that 
the  drunk 
drivers 
responsible  
for
 killing 
yourg 
people  are 
most
 often 
other young
 people. 
Take 
ten  minutes. 
Or
 
twenty. 
Or
 an hour. 
Drive  your 
friend 
home.  That's 
all.  If you 
can't  do 
that,
 call a cab.
 Or let 
him sleep on your cough. 
We're 
not asking you 
to 
be a doctor or 
a cop. Just a friend.
 
FDRUNK DRIVER. DEPT. Y* 
BOX 2345 
ROCK VILLE. MARYLAND 20852 
I want to save a friend's life. 
Tell me what else I can do. 
f.ly name is   
Address   
Ciii . ._ State Zip   
IF YOU LET A FRIEND DRIVE DRUNK, 
YOU'RE 
NO FRIEND. 
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